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Browri., Me ade · con tin ue figh tin g sub poe nas
. By Tim Hilchey
The subpoena case of The New
Hampshire reporters Joel Brown
and Laura Meade was re-opened
yesterday in Strafford County
Superior Court.
A decision will be made soon on
whether or not the two will have to
reveal their sources in connection
with stories written about the
November 14, 1979 mur~er of
Joseph Woodside and his dealings
in drugs, according to Strafford
County Superior Court Judge
David Souter.
Attorney John Beockler,
representin g accused murderer
and former tJNH student Barney
Siel, presented further evidence in
his attempt to illustrate the
defense's need to know Brown's
and Meade's sources.
On December I of last year
Souter ruled that the defense had
not sufficiently demonstrat ed the
inability to obtain evidence of
Woodsid e's drug cdealings
elsewhere, and the subpoena for
the two reporters' notes , and
sources was quashed.
Beockler has said evidence of
Woodside's drug dealings would
be favorable to the defense because

"ink blotters -with LSD on ie,-it would show that a ''person or
persons other than the defendant
which he said Woodside intended
to sell in two Manchester bars.
had the motive and the
Foley said Rocheville claimed
opportunity to kill Woodside."
Private investigato r Robert
Woodside had a history of drug
dealing and called him a "con man
Foley said he has been unable to
find "sources close to law officials"
and ripoff artist" and said that
"he'd taken a lot of people."
who could substantiate information concerning Woodside's drug
Foley said Rocheville was the
only person who linked the
dealings.
Foley testified that he talked to
Woodside murder to drugs.
Folev testified that Rocheville
"close to 50 known drug users"and
said Woodside ·had "ripped off
"about 20" drug sellers concerning
some drug dealers on the way back
the following questions:
east" from Oregon.
-W oodside's whereabout s on
Attorney William Chapman,
the week prior to the homicide
. --Knowled ge of Woo'dside 's
representative for Brown and
drug dealings
Meade, questione d Foley
--Whether they felt it was a drug- -conerning whether anyone had
speculated that the -"motive for
related homocide or not
--Any other information about the murder might have been
robbery." Foley _said no one hag__
the case
Foley then said he had talked
mentioned that possibility and said
with Norman Rocheville a man ,, he hadn't questioned anyone about
that.
who approached Siel's par<:nts
Boeckler then called Meade to
with informatio n concerning
the stand and asked her why she
Woodside.
Rocheville said he had seen had included information about
Woodside in Mancheste r the Woodside's drug dealing in her
Saturday before his death, articles. In the November hearing,
according to Foley.
TRIAL, page six
Rocheville said Woodside was
carrying an undisclosed amount of

Tea che r pro gra m slig hte d
/

By Darryl Cauchon
Bernard Ryder , Dover
Superintend ent of Scho_ol~, says_he
is not completely satisfied with
UNH's preparation of teachers
and is frustrated by some of the
state rules certifying teachers and
has publicly voiced his grievences. ·
The full text of Ryder's
comments were sent to the
University of New Hampshire and
the state department of education
as well as being presented in
Dover's local newpaper (Foster's
Daily Democrat, Feb 24, 1981).
Ryder brings out four points of
personal concern in his editorial
style letter "in an attempt to
improve the quality of instruction
in the public schools."
· These four points are as follows:
Subject matter teachers would
bring more academic training to
secondary schools because more
hours were spent in their subject
specialties than education majors.
Potentfal teachers from the UNH
Educatio n Program have
approximat ely 80 percent of the
educationa l backgroun d that
candidates from other universities
have, because UNH has adopted
the four credit system many other
, universities use. Ryder said he
takes this into considerati on when

mterv1ewing candid&tes - for ; would allow college students to
Attorney William Chapman discuues subpoena case with reporter
teaching positions.
take an additional subject area
Laura Meade. (George Newton photo)
course.
The Education 500 program
to
return
to
Ryder wishes
allows college sophomores to
teach high school students while collegiate credits for recertifying
teachers and . separate the staff
they are exploring education as a
potential career. Ryder strongly developmen t program from the
recertification program. Ryder :
disagrees with this activity because
he feels most college sophomore s feels that teachers will have more
are not ready to substitute in the academic training because of this.
Also suggested in Ifyder's letter
classroom.
The staff developmen t program is to enter National •·eacner
has recertified teachers with hours Examinatio n scores on the teacher
cash around when another woman·
credited in learning how to file , certification document and that aa ' By Jeffrey Tyler
Two armed men robbed the entered the office who was forced
income tax forms. Ryder feels master's degree be required for
Forest Park Apartments ' office into the back where she was muted
teacher recertification should be second recertification certificate.
eliminate
to
lfke
would
Ryderat approximat ely 4: 15 and tied with electrical tape and
training.
yesterday
academic
based upon
p.m. while holding two women at wire.
Ryder's ideas for improving the ED 500 program. However,
The first woman ~as then
Dover district school principals,
gunpoint.
these matters were as follows:
No one was injured during the brought out back and tied to the
Ryder requests the state to UNH education professors ,
robbery which took approximat e- other woman. ~he two men then
change certification laws to certify neighbori ng schools from
ly.ten minutes and the two men got searched the office.
subject matter majors as secondary Somerswor th and Oyster River
Finding nothing of value, the
away with only uncashable rent
school teachers. Ryder feels this along with superintend ents from
two men left the office. The women
checks.
will result in high school students Rochester, Oyster River and
One woman was in the office waited a few minutes to make sure
being taught by teachers with Somerswo rth feel that the
___ _ · when two black men entered the both men had left and easily untied
program is worthwhile.
greater academic training.
9ffice with drawn handguns and themselves to call the police who
Ryder wants UNH to adopt the - - -"I "think we have frespo-nsibility
responded immediately.
demanded money.
three credit system as opposed to for our future teachers to know if
field
right
At the time of the robbery a
their
box
chosen
money
the
they've
got
system.
woman
credit
The
four
current
the
from a nearby cabinet and was , _f orest_Park resident was returning _
Ryder believes that UNH teacher through local hands on training."
explaining to the dissatisfied
applicants will have twenty percent
robbers that they never keep any ROBBERY, page seven
PROGRAM , page seven
more academic-tr aining because of
this.
Ryder wants to drop the
Education 500 program which

Arm ed me n rob
apa rtm ent off ice

AA

•
IS

wo rki ng

By Lori Alexander
There has been close to a 50%
increase in the number of female
faculty hired within the last five
years, according to the Office of
Affirmative Action.
lt appears that one of the
primary reasons for this increase is
due to the Affirmative Action plan
here a-t UNH .

J~tmlr1 ving, author, autographs book for student who attended his
,
,
reading last night. (Barbie Walsh ph~to)

-with the understanoi ng ffiat AA
concentrate s equally on the hiring
of minoriti~s.)
The AA office issues a faculty
recruitme nt package to all
department s when they announce
a position vacancy. This packet
includes, among other things, a
Antilisting of the Federal
Discriminat ion Laws, Tips on
Interviewing, and Tips for Search
Committees. These information al
sheets are designed to aid the
department in being impartial in selecting its candidates with
respect to sex, race, martial status,
etc. It also offers tips to help the
department realize some ways to
treat all applicants with fairness,
equality, and consistency.

The Affirmative Action (AA)
plan insures that the institution
will make a "good-faith effort" to
hire women and minorities. But
Nancy Deane, Director of UNH's
AA office is quick to point out that
UNH is "an equal opportunity
employer" and not "just looking
for women and minorities". (In
keeping within the scope of Once the -hiring department has
previous articles, this article will
filled out its _position vacancy form
focus only on the hiri_ng of women

at UNH

(included in the packet), it is sent to
the AA office where Deane writes
an advertiseme nt according to-the
position's description and required·
qualifications.
- After the final advertiseme nt has
been approved by both the
department and the AA office,
Deane ensures that the ad reaches
national publication s,especially
ones which would draw interested
and qualified women to the
campus.
"There are some places that we
automatica lly send each ad .
because of the coverage they
provide of women," Deane s-aid,
"Then, we go to our index file .
Let's say the position is in the
Psychology Departmen t. We loo~
in our file under Psych. and check
AA, page five
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Otey shooting for the · olympics

Bryan Otey hopes for shot in the 1984 Olympics. (Henri Barber·
photo)

News

•
ID

Brief

By Brooks Rolston
.
_·
, 1 for eighteen-year-old Bryan
~•
· 1Otey{ weekends are more than a
time to catch up on homework and
fun.They provide the much needed
practice for an olympic hopeful.
Otey is a trap shooter, and ·trap
shooting is an event in the Summer
Olympics.
"Trap shooting is firing at clay
pigeons which are released
· ..a.u.tomatica.llY from a range of
sixteen yards," saidl Otey, a ten
year veteran of the sport. "There
are fifteen traps and a bunker. The
pigeons are thrown out at a dif-:
I
· ferent angle which makes it
difficult depending-on where
you're standing," he said.
·
According tO'utey tnere are two
types of trap shooting, American
and International, the latter being
the most difficult.
"You're at more of a
disadvantage in the fnternational
because you stand seventeenyaras
away from the birds and the rate at
which they are released is nearly
double," Otey 'said.
ln American trap shooting the
pigeons travel at approximately 55
miles an hour; in International, the
~peed is closer to 110 miles an

·hour.
"Y ou_,get two shots at one pigeon
in International, but that's really
not an advantage, ''he said. "The
hirds. ace r;;ma11er and ~ are
much farther away."
Otey qcalified last summer for
the Junior Olympic Training
Center sponsored by The US
Olympic Committee and the
National Rifle Association. Otey
flew at his own expense to the
training camp at Peterson Air
Force Base ·in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, where he competed
against some of the best shooters in
the counta.
·
-~.Forty trap shooters are picked
_for junior camp each summer.
are ten at each of the 4 camps.
Most of the trap shooters are
sponsored by the Army," he said.
· Otey, a resident of Milton, New
Hampshire, is majoring in
computer engineering. He
practices with UN H's trap
shooting club.
"Most people don't know there
is an intercollegiate club," Otey ·
explained. "There is an interest but
lack of publicity has kept the group
small."
At home Otey practices at the

M · ·
v · 1-· s
•
ernmack
al ey portmen s
Cl· u b , O ne O f th r ee t rap shoot·ng
1 ·
stations in Southern New
Hampshire. Shooting privileges
t 35 00 d 0 II
cos
· ,
ars per year.
Outside of Otey's initial
investment of $800.00 for a 12'
guage shot gun, the cost of trap
shooting is high.
"A box of 25 shells costs $2.50,
and each round oLclav niaPnps
· (twenty-five) costs $4.00," he ~-~-1~_.
The Merrimack Valley Club rents
the ' land on which the trap
shooting range sits. Otey thinks
they may not be making ~nough
money from memberships to pay
the rent. "If there was more interest
there wouldn't be those kinds of
problems," he said.
The rules of trap shooting allow
•five shots at each of the
five
stations. "Each broken pigeon is a
hit, dust doesn't count.,,,if it's a
good hit there is nothing left of the
bird," he said. In Colorado
Springs, Otey placed second over
all in competition. His score was
493 points out of a possible 500.
Otey's goal is to make the 1984
Olympic team."It's satisfying to
compete with people who are
good." he said.

Baird to speak

Uses for Hood House examined
Bill Baird, controversial pro-abortion act1v1st, will speak
Monday, March 9, at 8 p.m. in the MUB's Granite State Room.
Baird's appearance is sponsored_ by the UNH chapter of the
National Abortion Rights Action League (NARAL).
There is no charge for University students but non-students will
have to pay a one dollar fee at the door.

Hamlet
The University Theater department is performing the
Shakespearean tragedy "Hamlet" from March 3 to March 7 in the
Johnson Theater of the Paul Creative Arts Center.
Performances will be nightly at 8 with a special 2 p.m. matinee
showing .on March 4.
Tickets are $3 for USNH students, employees and senior citizens
and $4 general admission.

Water·
Due to the heavy rainfall over the past week, a chemical holding
pond behind the Keefe Environmental Services hazardous chemical
treatment facility on old 101 in Epping overflowed its banks causing
EPA involvement.
The Keefe operation has been the center of on-going debate for
several years and as recently as last month Keefe began bankruptcy
proceedings. An EPA team has started to drain the pond and further
measures are being taken to ensure the safety of Epping residents.

Cretara lecture
Domenic Cretara, nationally known painter a~d draftsman from
the Fine Art Department of the Boston Institute of Art, will kick off
a lecture series on March 3 at 12:30 p.m. in rooms A218 / 219 of the
Paul Creative Arts Center.
Other scheduled lectures include two appearances by Hal Carney
on March 24 and 31 (time and place the same) . .

Co~encement
Seniors wishing to participate in the May 1981 commencement
ceremony but who w11l not fulfill graduation requirements until
September please contact Alida Rothwell in room 51 of Hamilton
Smith Hall to be included.

•
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.By Darryl Cauchon
UNH may build a new medical
facility as a result of evaluating the
deficiencies of Hood House,
according to Vincent Todd,
University Systems director of
physical plant deve!~pment.
UN H officials are considering
two olans for the future use of
Hood House, Vincent said. One
calls for the construction of a new
medical facility and the conversion
of Hood House into an academic
or administrative building.
The other would require
extensive renovation to Hood
House to bring it in line with
hospital regulations coupled with
building an additional wing to
inc_rease available space.

Current problems with tlooa look the same,''he said .
House include deteriorating
The fact that the medical facility
plumbing and wiring, narrow · must continue to function during
corridors which don't meet federal renovations could be a problem
hospital regulations, and poor because fire safety, heat, water,
patient flow, according to Dr. Pete low noise levels and electricity
Patterson, UNH director of health must be maintained, Todd said.
services.
"But it could be done. Shifting
"The flow line of a typicaJ people around to different floors
student is like a boy scout troop during renovations has been done
taking a ten mile hike." said Todd. before with Morrill Hall, but it
"Machines have to be unplugged could take an extra four to five
in one office to plug in a machine in months to finish because of this."
another office or the fuse will blow. said Todd.
Fuses are constantly
blowing
Manchester contractors
now," he said.
Benson. Corzeilius and MatuszewThere is a possibility that Hood ski have submitted layouts to
House could be renovated but UNH for an addition th._!t would
~here wouldn't be .muc~ o~ a visible IIOOD HOUSE
improvement. Pnmanly 1t would __
, page 24

Only respect from Hunter Hall
-During the program ..This is
"He was crying before I came
Your Life" taped February 7, out," Fallisi said. "We surpised
Fallisi interrupted Dangerfield him."
during a performance.
The emotional encounter was
:Fallisi, president of the : UNH the climax of a secret F allisi had
Rodney Dangerfield fan club, the been holding since late January. It
only one in existence, could be was then that Fallisi, . who
heard offstage asking the comic if personally met his favorite comic
he could be part of his fan club.
at Boston's Hines Auditoriaum
"You're it:'' said the surprised two months earlier, received a
Dangerfield.
note: "Dear Paul, call me collect."
It was then Fallisi walked from
The note, from Dangerfield's
backstage and presented a plaque manager Estelle Endler, told Fallisi
and Hunter Hall honors upon "if he could keep a secret he was in
Dangerfield.
for the surprise of his life."
Part of the secret was an all
expenses paid trip to Las Vegas
where the president of the Rodney
Dangerfield fan club would meet
· his idol onstage at the Alladin
Hotel.Fallisi just had to tell "This is
Your Life," what his fan club, with
72 charter members, had done.
"To be a club member, one just
has to sign a list and watch
Dangerfield on Johnny Carson
once every three months," Fallisi
said. "On those days, the TV
lounge at Hunter Hall is packed."
Fallis said the year old fan club
started as a joke.
"I tried to call Rodney and
managed to get hold of him,"
Fallisi said. "He's a pretty normal
guy. l heard he was coming to
Boston at Hines Auditorium. With
a 5100 seat capacity, the show sold
out at $10 a seat. That's where I got
my photo taken with Dangerfield,"
he said.
_In the photo, Fallisi and his
brothers are standing around
Dangerfield in the star's dressing
room. After the meeting
Dangerfield told Fallisi "to keep in
touch."' Fallisi, in turn, asked the
comic tor 40 Rodney Dangerfield
t-shirts.
Members of Rodney Dangerfield fan club in front of Hunter Hall.
DANGERFIELD, page 24

By George Newton
Comedian Rodney Dangerfield
has his own toilet stall in Hunter
Hall.
In fact, the entire second floor
bathroom has been dedicated in
his honor.
Dangerfield, the stand-up comic
who never gets any respect, "got
some respect" when presented with
the honor Thursday night on
national television by UNI:I
sophomore Paul Fallisi.
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Vandals deface
Dimond Library
By P. Rand Tracy and Lisa
Johnson
Durham Police yesterday were
still investigating an act of
vandalism which occured on the
front of Dimond Library
Thursday night.
Vandals sprayed paint on the
library's brick walls , and spelled
"Bids night-81" across the face of
the buildinl!.
Bids Night is the evening when the
fraternities and sororities celebrate
the pledging of new members.
Durham Police have no suspects
as yet and were unavailable for
further comment.
University President Evelyn
Handler released a statement
which said that Vandalism hurts
all of us. Handler said there are
numerous outlets for a student to
be heard and to do something like
that is an immature way to express
oneself.
Donald Vincent, Director of
_ Dimond Library said, "This is the
fin,t time there has been a major
defacement of the library since I've
been here in_ 20 years."

The writing, which is eight to ten
feet high is written in a laquer
_paint. This type of paint seeps
deeply into brick and is very
difficult to remove.
The Area Four Maintenance
Manager Jim Reed said, "I don't
know when it will be cleaned up.
This laquer has sunk into the
porous brick and will cost
· bundreds of dollars."
Said one sorority sister in front
of the library, "I think we've been
framed~ No one would do that who
was a Greek. . And with the
problems -we're having these days,
it makes it even more unlikely that
a greek would do that."
Other passers-by said things
like, "damn Greeks"·" and "well
that 's really nice."
In a letter to the editor today, the
Intrafraternity Council and the
Panhellenic Council expressed
their regrets about the incident.
They wrote that "some
malicious person or persons··
defaced the library, nullifying steps
the greeks have made to reestablish
a positive campus image.

Sweet ! says UNH
not complying
By Matthew Richard
Under federal law any program
that receives government funds is
prohibited from discriminating
against individuals with physical
or mental handicaps.
The University of New
Hamoshire is 1?:overned bytliislaw,
"The Rehabilitation . Act. But is
UNH complying with the law?
Some say yes. Some say no.
Others just aren't sure.
Ken Sweet is an Assistant
Professor of Theatre and
Communications at UNH. He is a
Quadriplegic. He doesn't think the
university is doinl! enou.e;h in
making the buildings on campus,
accessible to disabled people. He
cites the Memorial Union Building
as a prime example.
"If there was compliance (with
the Rehabilitation Act) I'd be able

to get into the Memorial Union
Building. That's the central
building of this campus. Student
activities run out of there. Any
good college runs out of that area.
You splint~r off to the sciences, the
humanities, and other schools. The
ramp that's there now is not
compliance. It's dangerous."
But what constitutes compliance? Can a school that has few
access ramps to its buildings be
complying with The Rehabilitation Act?
Yes says Alice Crow Siedel, the
Coordinator of Handicapped
Student Services at UNH.
Compliance does not mean entry
ramps into every building, she
said. Some institutions have them.
But that does not mean that every

Work of vandals defaced the front of the Dimond Library last Thursday. (Henri Barber photo)

Dewey plans legal action
By Kathi Scrizzi
Three years, and three UNH
Presidents 'a go, former Sociology
Professor Richard Dewey began
his fight against mandatory
retirement.
. Frustrated by UNH administrative channels. Dewey has decided
to take the University of New
J:Iamps~ir_e t? court--he plans to
file a c1vll nghts suit this week
charging age discrimination.
Dewey was forced from the
UNlrfaculty in June 1978, a few
months after he turned 65. Since
then, Dewey sa_id he has ~ppealed
to numerous university adminis~
trators to let him returl! to teaching

on a "half time" basis.
In the past three years, Dewey
said he has appealed to former
President Eugene Mills, former
Acting President Jere Chase,
current President Evelyn Handler,
former Vice President of
Academic Affairs David Ellis,
current Vice President Gordon
Haaland, former Dean of Liberal
Arts Allan Spitz, and the
Professional Standards Committee.
Vice President Haaland refused
to comment on any case going to
court.
None . of the other officials
currently at UNH could be rea_c h_e d_

for comment.
Dewey feels he was fired, rather
than retired, and has refused
Emeritus status. "I don't think the
decision was made on a rational,
moral and educational basis," he .
said.
"If there'd been any one person
in the administration who'd been
willing to_ stick their neck out on
the issue, I wouldn't have stopped
teaching," he added.
So Dewey feels his last resort is
to take the matter to court, but he
does it with regret.
"It's going to be costly and
messy--it'll hurt the university,
_antagonize the alumni and it's
going to air a lot of dirty linen," he
said.
Because it might generate bad
publicity, Dewey thinks the
university will try to settle out of
court.
UNH professors have not been
required to retire at 65 since 1979,
when the New Hampshire
legislature passed a law that called
"mandatory retirement of older
workers in New Hampshire ... a
discriminatory and unnecessary
practice which violates their civil
rights ... "
The 1978 Faculty Handbook
stated that " ... Under rare and
unusual circumstances, and at the
discretion and on the initiative of
the university, employment of a
member of the faculty may be
extended beyond the normal
retirement age, with retirement

HANDICAPPED, page 24

Student Activity
•
Fee may increase
By Greg Fle~ming
1t is "very likely" that the
mandatory Student Activity Fee
(SAF) will increase, according to
SAFC chairperson Sara Jane
Horton, because all but two
~tudent Activit_y ·Fee organizations requested mcreased funding
for next year. Last year the fee was
$33.66 p_~r student.
The eleven organizations have
asked for a combined total of
$330.919 from the SAF, which is
paid by all undergraduate
students.
Some organizations, like CoolAid and SAFO. requested less
than one percent increase, while
Tht.: Granite, MUSO, and WUNH
have asked for a · 15 percent rise
over last year's budget. (See Chart)
Each year the SAF tax is
allocated to eleven organizations:
Cool-Aid. The Granite, M USO,
SAFO, SCOPE. Student Press,
Student Senate, STVN, The New
Hampshire. TOSNOM. and
WU'.\'H.
Ho\\en:r. Horton said the
huJ!).ct request!:> will not all be
p;1,~,:J as they were submitted, and
some have already been changed.
'-i -\l·C council members are trying
t.) hl·cp the fee as close to last year\
:,, p(i:-,~ibk. !'>he said.
"l . \ l · C i·!-1 u s u a 11 y m ore

than the Senate,
which has final jurisdiction over all
funding requests, Horton. said.
"The Senate has final say, but by
the same token, SAFC is doing a
lot of work, .. she said, "SAFC
sometimes feels a little left out.''
The eleven organizations·
proposed budgets were submitted
a!-1 follows:
Cool-Aid. $3,010. Increase of
$150 from last year.
The Granite. $62,769. Increase
of$7,119.
Memorial Union Student
Organization ( M USO). $53,990.
Increase of $10,440.
Student Activity Fee Organizati(rn ( SA FO). $2,435. Decrease of
S6.398.
Student Committe on Popular
Entertainment (SCOPE). $37,640.
Increa!'le of $1,500.
Student Press. $24,864. Increase
of$l.714.
Student Senate. $41,~81.
Increase of $195.
Student Television Network
(ST\':"\). S 17.800. Increase of
S3.346.
The New Hampshire. $24,750.
Decrease of $674.
The Organi1ation for the Study
of the Nature of Man. $9.900.
lnnL·:1s.l' ot' S6.550.
WU\ H. SS l .880. Increase of

con .,LI \uLnc

Y).O-i9.JO .

DEWEY, page 16

Fire Chief (?reen~wal~ of UNH-Durham Fire Department has
announced his resignation. (Henri Barber photo)

SBP, SBVP in front row

SCOPE gives comps freely
By Dennis Cauchon
The President and Vice
President of the student body each
received two free front row tickets
to Sunday's James Taylor concert.
This is the first time student
government members have been
given complementary tickets,
according to officials in student
government and the Student
Committee on Popular Entertainment SCOPE's 1981-82 budget
comes before the Student Senate
for the final time this Sunday, but
both President Bob Coates and
Vice President Jodi Godfrey say
the free tickets will have no affect
on their votes.
"My mind was made up when I
first saw the budget and my stand
has remained consistent since
then," said Coates, who has
supported an increase in SCOPE's
budget since it was received by the
Student Activity Fee Council
(SAFC) on February 3.
"I suppose1_peopfo'Wh(1) pJdltd'b\y

didn't know my level of integrity or
didn't know Jim Puglisi (SCOPE
President) could say, yeah, it's a .
conlllct ot interest," Coates said.
"But there aren't many fringe
benefits that come with this job
and I just considered this one of
them."
The James Taylor concert sold
out in four and a half hours and
some students waited in line
overnight to buy the $9.50 tickets.
SCOPE gave out 26 free tickets-one percent of the gate--to
members of student organizations,
including The New Hampshire,
MUSO, WUNH and the
yearbook. SAFC chairperson Sara
Jane Horton also received two free
tickets to the concert.
SAFC recommends to the
StudentSenatehowmuchStudent
Activity Fee funding organizations
should get. Horton directs SAFC
meetings but votes only in case of a
,
tie.
'_,..£(;O.Pf:..:~ .lwdge.t. Ga.me-..bdore

A

,

SAFC three times, according to
Horton. The first time SCOPE
officials asked for a $4000 increase
in funding for artists' fees. They
later upped the request to a $9000
increase, or a $34,000 total. But
after a closer vote, SAFC rejected
any increase for SCOPE and its
budget went to the Student Senate
at last year's total of $25,000.
At the Student Senate meeting
two Sundays ago, Senator John
Cohen introduced an amendment
to increase the amount of money
SCOPE could spend on artists fees
by $4000. The amendment passed
25tol9withoneabstention.
The final SCOPE budget will be
voted on this Sunday.
'"I looked on it as a nice gesture,"
said Godfrey, who gave her second
ticket to Student Senate
Parlimentarian Mike Hammett.
"Those tickets will make no
difference on what I think of
SCOPE, ~ge 23
.1 . P• ..· ,- .. •,. .. ..r..,. ., •• " ••••·,.
. . . . ,,,
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In the Senate ...
ISO receives funding
The Senate granted the international Student Organization
$480.00 from the Student Senate Programming Fund to sponsor an
educational/ cultural trip to Washington, D.C. during the spring
break 198 l. Incl4ded in the trip would be a tour of the White House.
Funding will keep the cost for students at approximately $55.00.

Baird sponsored
. The Student Senate granted the UNH Chapter of NARAL
(National Abortion Rights Action League) $800.00 to 1-nvite Bill
Baird to speak. Bill Baird has national recogni~ion as an advocator
of women's rights and speaks on such issues as birth control and
abortion. He is scheduled to speak at 8:00 p.m. on March 9, 1981 in
the Granite State Room.

......

-

UNH student playing guitar near MUB back exit.(Henri Barber
photo)

, Sea Grant College
.researche s coast - ---- ._

1~

Issues film series to show
The Senate granted the Making Connections Film Series
$1,010.00 from the Student Senate Programming Fund. The series

Sea Grant College, it commits
By John Q. Webb
itself to continue to fund that
In 1980, after twelve years of
marine research fu~ded by Sea . college, and it recognizes that
college .for its expertise, trust, and
Grant, . the University of New
reliability in the administratipn of
Hampshire and the University of
marine and coastal projects.
Maine at Orono were designated
Interim Associate Director
as the Sea Grant College. There are
Bri~n Doyle of UNH's Sea Grant
only 16 Sea Grant Colleges in the
College Program lamented that,
nation and UNH and UMO are the
"the Reagan administration has
only universities in the . nation
The Senate rejectid a proposed transfer offunds of $646.83 for the
said it will cut Sea Grant funds by
which form -a joint Sea Grant
purchase of a full size Montgomery Ward refrigerator. The
50 percent. It is not clear if those
College.
refrigerator would have been utilized for the storage of film and
cuts would affect the University of
The University of New
photographic paper, and used to store items for hospitality. The
New Hampshire, and the
Hampshire and the University of
Senate felt, due to the current budget situation, that the refrigerator
University of Maine."
Maine work jointly as a Sea Grant
was not a necessity.
Starting in 1981, UN H and
College to promote a better
UMO will be receiving Sea Grants
understanding of and protection of
on a biennial cycle. One third of
Northern New England's coastal
UN H's $2.5 million Marine
and marine resources.
To become a Sea Grant Program is funded by Sea Grant.
. College, a Univers~ty must have UNH has been receiving Sea Grant
The Senate approved a resolution to the Students Rights, Rules
a history of Sea ,Grant funded funds since 1968.
and Responsibilities that Rule 13.4-3 be added to include that a nonA Sea Grant College is divided
projects which indicate a well
University witness who can give direct, eye witness evidence .
into three areas: marine research,
rounded approach of research,
regarding the incident in question have a significant effect on the
public education, . and marine
education, and advisory services
board's decision. The decision to grant such an exception will be
advisory services. The Sea Grant
concerning marine and coastal
board.
judicial
the
of
made by the chairperson
College is interdisciplinary
problems. When the National Sea
Grant Organization establishes a · involving engineers, biologists,
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . , - - - - - - - - - . . and economists.
Much of the research done
under Sea Grant funding is done
cooperatively between UNH and
UMO. o ·ne such program was a
feasability . study on the
development of a Blue Mussel
will present films that focus on issues of concern (nuclear war,
woman~s status, etc.) and on groups and individuals involved in
these issues. The films will be shown in Parsons L-10 I and admission
will be free.

Tran sfer rejected.

Resolution approved

THE TIN PALACE
\.

FOOD & DRINK

?

industry in the Gui{ of Maine.
The purpose of the study was to
see if Blue Mussels could be
cultivated as a crop and harvested
and if they could be marketed to
restaurants and grocery stores.
The study was done by the
Department of Oceanography at
UMO, and the Whittemore School ·
of Business and Economics at
UNH. ·
With the help of that study, a
Blue Mussel industry was
established in Maine. The Blue
Mussel ind us try is part of an
aquaculture industry whose fifty
members in Maine and New
Hampshire had sales of $450,QO0
in 1980.
Sea Grant is currently involved
in the Great Bay estuary project.
At the UNH Marine Program's
Jackson Esturine Laboratory,
research is being done to construct
.a model of the Great Bay which
would show the impact of
construction, waste water
dumping, fishing, and other
projects would have on the bay.
Public education is the second
component of the Sea Grant
program. At UNH the Ocean
Projects course is a Sea Grant
funded course. In the Ocean
Projects course teams of
undergraduates act as researchers,
prepare budgets, and make
proposals for their .project. Past
projects' have included the
development of a hand held sonar,
and the development of a Marine
·
Educational exhibit.
Odiorne Point Nature Center is
run in cooperation with the New
Hampshire Park service, the
Audubon Society, and the UNH
Sea Grant Program. At Odiorne
Point people can listen to lectures,
watch slide shows, visit exhibits,
examine coastal life, and take a
walking tour of salt marshes and
tidepools.
Odiorne Point is open in the
spring and summer and last year
7000 people participated in the
programs offered there. The goal
of the Odiorne Point Nature
Center is to create an awareness
among 'studeants and the public on
... the issues and resources ·involving
the marine and coastal zones.
The advisory service of the UNH
Sea Grant program is the Marine
Extension service. Marine
extension personnel advise
business, state and federal
agencies. and com_1~rnnities of the
-appropriate uses of coastal
resources.

~

·Soft Omtact,Lfflu

2 BALLARD STREET
DURHAM, N.H. 03824
11:00 AM
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603-868-7456
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Lens Fitting
Contact Lenses
Thermal Disinfection Unit
Solutions and .Carrying Case
Instructions on Care & Cleaning
All Follow-up Visits

Call For Your_FREE In-Office
. .Fitting 1-!oday-See How ·
. . Trial

Comfortable Soll Contacts C.an Be!
Ask Your Doctor For Your~Eyeglaa Prescription

Stay
Awhile
With
Friends

IJllNETTE BPTIQ.llE
LICENSED OPTICIANS
466 CENTRAL AVE., UPPER SQUARE, DOVER

749-2094/N.H. Watts 800-582'.,7337
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Action

continued from page one
the listings - maybe there's a
women's caucus. If so, we'll send
the ad there."
Deane stressedf that the
department also provides her with
a list of professional journals.
"They're the professional - they
know best what journals attract .
- qualified applicants. Our ~ffice
just had to complement that hst to
make sure all routes are
covered, "Deane said.
All ads placed by UNH are
ended with the phrase - UNH is an
Equal Opportunity / Affirmative
Action employer. ·
Because of the goals and
timetables implicit in the plan, one
point ( of the Tips for Search
Committees) states : "if two
candidates have substantially
equal qualifications for the,
position and one is a woman ... and
your department has a goal to hire
more women ... then the position
should · be offered first to the
woman ... ".
An example will help explain
how a department's goal are
calculated. A department consists
of 11 faculty members, of which 3
are female. The availability of
women in the total applicable
labor market is determined to be
35 percent. If the department had
one position open, then their AA
goal is to hire a woman to fill that
vacancy, thus bringing their malefemale ratio in line with the market
percentage.
While Deane said that there are
still quite a few departments with
goals to fulfill, it is not because AA
has been unsuccessful.
"Some departments have given
it their best shot, but it just hasn't
meant hiring a woman. Tpat's
what we mean by a 'good-faith
effort"' she said.
Although Deane admits that
there are loopholes available for
the department's use, she believes
that the departments are
uphold ing their responsibilities.
"There has to be commitment on
the part of the department and I
believe there is," she said.
To further insure the efforts of
the plan, when a department has
decided on a candidate, they must
turn in to AA a report explaining
wh)I that candidate was chosen
over the others and at what point
they stopped considering the other
applicants.
While Deane is not directly
involved with the retention of
women faculty, she does have a
minor role.
"I get involved at the tail-end. I
look over the negative Promotion
and Tenure cases. If there's blatent
discrimination, I can go after the
parties involved. But that's never
happened," she said.
So Deane listens to both sides of

the story. If she detects any alleged
sex discrimination, she will advise
the women faculty member to
appeal it through the grievance
procedure.
"I can't lodge the complaint,
they have to. I iust insure that the
processes are there," Deane said .
The Affirmative Action Plan
was instituted in 1965 under
Executive Order 11246. The Order
applies to contractors and
subcontractors with over $50,000
in federal contracts. The AA plan
was established at UNH in 1972.
Because it is an executive order
rather than a law, any President
can abolish it.Deane believes that
the AA program _will undergo

A

s o me m o·d if i c a t i o n u n d e r
President Reagan.
"He might pull back on
regulations, but I don't think he11
rescind the plan," she said .
The AA plan at UNH will be
rewritten soon. Its five-year course
ends in June. Deane sees no major
changes forthcoming in the new
plan. Her task will include adding
new recruitment methods,
additional helpful hints, and
basically, "fine-tuning and updating" she said.
,
Deane said that while she can't
speak for President Handler, she
hopes having a female president
might help increase the number of
women faculty.

PAGE FIVE

SPRING BREAK
;Complete 40-hour course ~overs all aspects of professi~rnal
bartending--drink mixing, wmes, beer, laws, customer relat10ns
and job opportunities. Course will run M~r~h 16-20, 8:30 AM to
4:30 PM . Train behind an actual bar. Cert1f1cateawarded. Enroll
now--visitors welcome. Call for information cir write .
Tel. 659-3718

MASTER BARTENDERS SCH1JOL
,

84 Main St., Newma·rket~ N-. H .
Lie. By N. H. Department ot Educati0n

tudent · ress
P U B L I SH I N .G · 0 R G A N I Z A TI O N

Aegis

Cataly:)t

*

Commentary

*

Spe,ial Projects

The quickest way to get
emergency money.

BARGAIN
AIRFARES
from Boston

Los Angeles ... $286
Miami ... $213
Tampa ... $201
London
_
Stand by ... $370
Confirmed Reservation ..$429
Paris ...$499
Frankfurt...$399
Switzerland ... $425
Amtrak .to Florida ... $ 170

UNIVERSITY

TRAVEL
t);
35 Main St.
( Across from the Post Office)

868-5970

An emergency stop for repairs can
wipe out even the best-heeled traveler.
Luckily, all you need is the price of a
phone call to get you the money before
your car gets off the lift. Here's what to
do when you need money in a hurry.

1
■ Call home. Report the situatioll, and
tell the .folks they can get emergency
cash to you fast by phone.

2.
Ask them ,to call Western Union's
toll-free number, 800-325-6000 (in
Missouri, 800-342-6700), anytime, day or
night. They charge the money and the
service fee to their MasterCard* or

VISA t card. A Western Union Charge
Card Money Order, up to $1,000, will be
flashed to the Western Union office or
agent nearest your emergency.

J■

Pick up your money-usually within
two hours-at the local Western Union
office or agent. There are 8,500
nationally, except in Alaska.
Conveniently, about 900 locations are
open 24 ho1:1rs. It's that easy.
Be sure to remind your parents about
our toll-free number. It's all they need to
call Western Union to the rescue.
"The Maste rCa rd nam e is owned by Interbank Card Association .
•The VISA name is owned by VISA Inte rnational.

Western Union.Charge Card Money Order.....
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Notices

Trial

· continued from page one
ACADEMIC
SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCE: Find academically
related jobs while earning pay and field experience
credits. Thursday, March 5, Belknap Room, Memorial
Union, 1-2 p.m.
CAREER
FUTURES PROGRAM: Determining your Marketable
Skills. Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement
Service. Wednesday, March 4, Grafton Room, Memorial
Union, 2: 10-4 p.m.
SUMMER JOB INFORMATION: Cancelled.
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
Wednesday, March 4,.Room 203, Huddleston Hall, 6:30
p.m.
HOW TO FIND WRITING JOBS: Cancelled.
Sponsored by Campus Gay Awareness. Friday March 6,
Philip Hale Room, Paul Creative AR ts Center, 8-10 p.m.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING MEETING: Guest
speaker will discuss the possibility of recycling paper on
campus. Tuesday, March 3, Room 218, Hamilton Smith,
8 p.m.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: _Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. Tuesday March 3, Room 206,
Horton Social Science Center, 7-8:30 p.m.
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION MEETING: To plan
Sun Day. Meets every Thursday in Room 19, Hamilton
Smith, 12:30 p.m. ,
TRAP AND SKEET CLUB MEETING: For more
information on date, time, and place, call Stuart Breslin,
.
749-3420. (Tentatively set for 3/ 4.)
INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT
SALE: NHOC members will receive 2.0% off any item in
IME's catalog. Sponsored by NHOC. Forms for
ordering will be available in Room 129, Memorial Union,
March 3- March 11.
PS Y C H O LO G Y C L U B M E E TI N G : ()pen.
organizational meeting. Wednesday, March 4, koom
104, Conant, 12-12:45 p.m.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB MEETING: !FYE
delegate Annette Graves will discuss her trip to
Luxemborg. Also, discussion about Little Royal.
Wedneseday, March 4, Room 202, Kendall, 7 p.m.
Refreshments served.
ALL CAMPUS SQUASH TOURNAMENT: Prizes for
the winning teams. Saturday, March 7 and Sunday,
March 8, Squash Courts, Field House, 9 a.m. both days.
$ I entry fee. Deadline for registration is March 5. For
more information call 862-2031 or go to Room 151, Field
·
House.
COUNTRADANCE: Music and calls by Swallowtail.
Sponsored by Country Dancing. Saturday, March 7, .
Strafford Room, Memorial Union,8:30 p.m. Admission:
$2.50.
COMPUTER SERVICES
Preregistration necessary for courses listed below. Call
862-3527, or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster.
STICKR: Provides instruction in the creation of mailing
labels from a line-printer. March 6, Friday, Stoke
.
. Cluster. 10 a.m.-noon.
INTERMEDIATE SPSS:Three-session courses some of_
mt: l:umpucated teatures and analyses. Prior knowledge
of SPSS necessary. March 9,11, and 13, Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, Stoke Cluster, 2-4 pm.

March 9, :1I, and 13, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,
Stoke Cluster, 2-4 p.m.
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: Two-session
course. Demonstrations and hands-on experience
provided. March IO and 12, Tuesday, and Thursday,
Stoke Cluster, 8:30-10:30 a.m.
DECIO SEMINAR: Monthly seminar for experienced
DECIO users. March 10, Tuesday, Stoke Cluster, 12:30-2
p:m.
BEGINNERS OATA PROCF.SSINC. WORKSHOP:
Four-day workshop to familiarize UNH personnel with
some of the on-line data -processing features of the UN H
computer. March 16 and 17, Monday an Tuesday, and,
March 19 and 20, Thursday and Friday, Stoke Cluster, 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
ONGOING COUNSELING AV AI LAB LE: A counselor
is available, Commuter/Transfer Center, to help
Students work through conflicts, problems, and
decisions. Stop by Room 136, Memorial Union, or call
862-3612; ask for Peggy.
· TEST ANXIETY: Workshop to help you explore ways
of understanding issues of personal interest. Wednesday,
March 4, Schofield House, 7 p.m. To reserve a space, call
2-2090.
ADULT DEVELOPMENT--GROWTH THROUGH
CHANGE: Speak~r Rita Weathersl:1y, Whittemore
school of Business. Tuesday, March 10, Memorial
Union, 12:30-2 p.m .
GENERAL
STVN WEEKLY NEWS SHOW: New Topics each
week. Every Wednesday starting March 4, Seacoast
Lounge, Memorial Union, 12-12:30 p.m.
TALENT SHOW: Variety entertainment. Open to all.
Sponsored by Internatioal House. Friday, March 6,
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
Registration $2.50. Deadline March 4. For information
•
and where to register, call George, 862-3252.
MASSAGE WORKSHOP: Shiatsu, a Japanese
acupressure massage technique. Haruyoshi Fagaku Ito,
San Francisco. Sponsored by Sackett House.
Wednesday, March 4, Main Lounge, Sackett House
Mini Dorm. 7:30 p.m. Donation $1. Bring something to
lie on.
AMERICAN RED CROSS CAMPAIGN FUND is
being conducted by Sigma Nu Fraternity. Contact Nobel
K. Peterson, 862-1020, for information.
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Caps, mittens, sweaters,
glasses books, etc. Sponsored by Office of Student
Activities. Wednesday, March 4, Information Center
Memorial Union 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
STVN: Tuesday, March 3, "Deadly Fathoms," (93
mins.), Cafeteria, Memorial Union; and, Wednesday,
March 4, "The New Centurions," (109 min.), Strafford
Room, Memorial Union. Both at 9 p.m.
DURHAM . TOWN MEETINGS: Vote by ballot,
Articles 1-4. Tuesday, March 10, Oyster River
Cooperative High School Gymnasium, 8 a.m. Polls close
at 7 p.m. Also, a discussion on whether to vote on Articles
5-18 and any other legal business. Saturday, March 14,
same location, 9 a.m. until business concluded.

both Hrown and Meade said they
would not be able to call the
murder drug-related from the
information their sources gave
·
them.
Meade said she used references
to drugs to "provide background
jnformation to develop character."
Concering Rocheville, Meade
said that he had contacted her
saying it was "urgent that he speak
to " her about the case.
During that interview, which
took place in December of 1980,
Rocheville told Meade "Woodside
had extensive drug dealings in New
England" and that "he would set
up a deal and then not deliver."
Rocheville told both Meade and
Foley that Woodside "was a
violent person."
Boeckler
Another issue
returned to was the question of
whether Brown and Meade
understood the seriousness of
withholding their sources.
Citing a story which appeared in
the Concord Monitor in which
Meade was quoted as saying, "I'd
do it all over again. I had a ball."
Beockler wanted to know if that
was indicative of Meade's attitude
with respect to the Siel case.

Meade explained her statements
were in reference . to the murder
investigation itself and were in no
way indicative of h·ow she felt
about her invol.Yem~~t in the trial.
Beockler finished with a series ·o f
questions about the identities of
the two reporter's sources which
Meade "respectfully declined to
answer."
Souter has delayed consideration of the case until Wednesday of
this week to allow time for
Boeckler to file additional
comments with the court. Boeckler
will present a "memorandum of
law" citing cases he feels will shed
light on his position regarding the
subpoenas to Brown and Meade
for their notes and sources.
Chapman, who had ·· filed a
memo with Souter last Friday,
w i 11 b e' s e n d i n g S o u t e r .
supplemental information as well.
Last summer, Siel was convicted
and sentenced to !ife imprisonment
for the first degree murder and
attempted robbery of Woodside,
but the courts overturned tne
earlier decision, saying that
instruction given the jury by Judge
Frederick Goode were_"prejudiced
to the defense."

-March3-10
Cafeteria

GRADUATE NURSES
HRJEYOUTHOUGHTABOUT

'JERMONT?
Consider a Staff Nurse position with this 500-bed teaching hospital
and major regional referral center for Northern New England;
affiliated with University of Vermont College of Medicine and
Schools of Nursing. Grow in this progressive environment with the
support of excellent orientation and in-service programs ...
Earn a competitive salary plus differential pay for weekends and
shifts. Partake in an excellent benefits package that includes a
Tuition Assistance Program ...
Live in or near Burlington, Vermont; a university city of 50,000
where educational and cultural activities abound. Our location on
Lake Champlain, in Green Mountain ski country, provides
year-round recreational opportunities!
Interviews for senior Nursing students will be held February
through April. Call us to schedule a visit ... or contact us for more
information.

MEDI01L CENTER HOSPITAL
OF'\JERMONT
Personnel Department
Burlington, Vermont 05401
(802) 656-2825
An equal opportunity employer

../ Coffee In your own cup, 20¢
./Saladsatthebar, 60¢
.f Hot dog, fries, & soda at the NlghtGrlll, S1
with this ad 80¢, good thru Mar.1 O
../Fresh donuts, muffins, date.bars, turnovers,
eclc;:alrs, coffee rolls & Danish

Catering
./ Lunch to go; call 2-2484. Pick It up yourself
or add 1Oo/o delivery charge
JPlcnlcs catered

Information Center
./Lost&FoundSale, Wed., March4
caps, mittens, sweaters, glasses, books,
etc.

Liquor Service
../ Open and cash bars; call 2-2484

Pistachio's
..J It's March, have a Sundael
Hot fudge, hot butterscotch, or
strawberry, 75¢

Pub

J Thurs. &Sun., Bean, new&oldles
.J Fri., The Rings, Boston's newest & best
_

band

.

'

.J Sat., Fleet Street Shuffle
.J Next Weekend, Closed for spring break

Ticket Office

✓ 3/6

The Rings

.J 3/3-7 Hamlet
../ 316-7 GourmetDlnner no.1

.J 317, 9-12·Medieval Misfits (Children's
Theater)
..(3/8 lrmlra Oriental Dance Troupe
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Teacher s
continued from page one

said Thayer Wade,-- R~chester
Superintentent of Schools.
"The ED 500 . student brings
excitement to the classroom in the
form of new faces and new ideas in
subject ma,tter." said Ellen
Corcoran, associate professor of
·
education at UNH.
"This gives the student the
opportunity to observe the
classroom unlike he saw them as a
student. It's quite a difference from
a student participating and he sees
problems in a different light." said
George Daily, Dover High School
curriculum advisor of sciences.
'61 think it's a fantastic program.
Depending on the student they can
be invaluable." said Sue King,
principal of Oyster River
Elementary School.
Continued in the nexr issue.

Robbery
continued from page one

home when she found that a light::.
colored, early-I 960s car of
undetermined make was parked in
her reserved space. She noticed
that the car had no license plates.

The woman approached the car,
which was occupied by a white
female who moved from the space
when she was asked to. The car has
been ,determined by the campus
police to be -the vehicle the .
assailants used i_n the escape.

procedures as--only ,checks are
taken at the office. The checks are
m~de out to UNH and are stamped
• Forest Park. The office had also ..
made its daily 3:30 deposit of
checks to the bank.

The names of the people
involved are being withheld for
/ No suspects are being held in
connection with the robbery. It is their own security and in order for
thought to have been done by men· - the police to proceed with their
investigation.
not familiar with Forest Park

STUDENT TALENT SHOW
Come watch a friend or have .a
friend- watch you!_

MUSIC
$50,$30,$15

win

ACTING .
$50,$30,$15

March 6th
Strafford Room MUB
7:30 p.m.
Audience welcome
For info. call 862-1162
Sponsored by I-house

Overstocked

,

1
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•
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PAGE SEVEN

........... C,a lllpus Calenda r
TUESDAY -~~~ch· 3, - ·

·-

-- - · ..

ORGANIC SEMINAR: Topic to be announced. K.

Richards, Chemistry Dept. Sponsored · ;by Chemistry
Department. Iddles L-103, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.-noon.
ART TALK: Domenic Cretara, Fine Arts Department,
Boston Institute pf Art, ~nd nati_onally known painter and
draughtsman. Sponsored by Department of the Arts. Room
A218/219, Paul Creative Arts Center, 12:30 p.m.
: 1\SCE LECTURE: Ot:cupational Sarety a,nd Health
_Administration (OSHA). Paul Clark, Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard. Room 311, Kingsbury, 1-2 p.m.
WOMEN'S EXPEDITION TO_ NEPAL: Slide show and
talk about 5 week hike around Annapurna, a 26,000 foot
mountain in Nepal. Sponsored by Hall House Outdoor
Experiential Learning. Hall House (Mini Dorm), 7 p.m.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CLUB LECTURE:
Community and Public Life in America. Dr. Thomas
Bender, Humanities, New York Institute, NYU. Room 303,
James Hall, 7:30 p.m.
AW AKEN TO ONENESS: Will be discussed by Bill and Iris
· Becker. Sponsored by Society foi: Wholistic Living. Room
204, McConnell Hall, 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Hamlet," the tragedy by
William Shakespeare. Directd by John C. Edwards and
Jeffrey B. Martin. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.m. Admission: USNH s·tudents &
employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4.
WEDNESDAY, March 4

WEDNESDAY-AT- NOON SERIES: Death: A Natural
Part of Growth. Ann D. Ury, Occupational Therapy
Department. Sponsored by Commuter/Transfer Center.
Carroll Room, Memorial Union, Noon.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Hamlet." Two performance-s.
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative, Arts Center, 2 p.m. and 8
p.m. USNH students & employees/ senior citizens $3;
general admission $4.
FRENCH FILM: "One Sings, the Other Doesn't." Will be a
discussion about the director, Agnes Varda. sponsored by
French Department. Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m.
THURSDAY, March 5

n~OTHINI HELD BACH
over 5000 garmen ts
to choose from
includi ng shirts·,
dresses, blazers
halters, embroi ded blouses
vests, tunics

EE800 GRADUATE SEMINAR: Fiber-Optics .. Edmund
Chase, Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept. Sponsored
by Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept. Room 251,
Kingsbury Hall, 1-2 p.m.
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: The
Dynamics of Solvent Equilibration in Liquid
Chromatography. Dr. David Marshall, Duke University.
lddles L-103, Parsons Hall, 1-2 p.m.
ROBERT 1. WATSON LECTURE SERIES: The
· Suppression of Vision During Saccades and Blinks. Dr.
Lorrin Riggs, Psychology Dept., Brown University.
Sponsored by Psychology. Room 102, Conant Hall, 3:30-5
p.m.
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM: Topological Effects in Physics.
Harvey Shepard, Physics. Howes Auditorium, DeMerritt, 4
p.m.
AIP SEMINAR: Applications of Organoiron Compounds
in Synthesis. M. Rosenblum, Brandeis University.
Sponsored by the Chemistry Department. Idd_les L-2,
Parsons Hall, 4-5 p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Providence. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
· General admission $3; reserved seats $4.
MUSO FILM: ... Nosferatu." Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission$ I or MUSO Film Pass.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Hamlet," by William
Shakespeare. Directed by John C. Edwards and Jeffrey B.
Martin. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
Admission: USNH students and employees/ senior citizens
$3; general admission $4.
MU B PUB: Rick Bean with music for dancing.8 pm. Cover
charge 50¢.
FRIDAY, March 6

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: EAIAW Regionals. Teams
selected week prior. Semi-finals: 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. Students
$2; general admission $3. Students' athletic ticket for men's
events not valid.
SENIOR RECITAL: Wendy Isham, clarinet. Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m ..
UNIVERSITY THEATER: ••Hamlet." Johnson Theater, (
Paul creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. USNH students and
employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4.
MUB PUB: The Rings. Boston's newest and best band. 8
p.m. Admission: UNH undergraduate students with ID and
in advance $3.50; general admission and at the door $4.50.
Tickets: Memorial Union Ticket Office.
·

STUDENT RENTALS

For the 81-82 school ·year. walking distance to campus . 2- ·
bedroom units for 3 or 4 students, $3,000/ semester. Onebedroom units for 2 students $1,800/ seme?t~. Find your
own roommate . We pay for heat and hot water. For an
.9noointr.nP.,nt call ~68-5,5/1;2.. .a,sk for. I.CK .••.
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GET INV·O LVEDI
Memorial Union Student Organization ,
is now accepting applications
for salaried staff positions:

-Business Manager
-Pub Prograntm.er
-Filnis Director
-Publicity Director
-Productions & Security
-Office Manager
MUSO offers an opportunity to gain
experience, meet new people and -get
involved!

Application Deadline: Mar~h 31
MUSO office: Rm 148, MU~

MUSO

OFFERS MORE!

1· COMMUTER STUDENTS!'

I

·•

Would you like an opportunity to
talk informallr with faculty?
Then, come to the Commuter
Lounge and participate in this
unique opportunity.
During March, the following faculty
will be available to answer any
questions or concerns which you
inay have, so come and share!

FACULTY

DATE

TIME

Mondays & Wednesdays 10:00 - 11 :00 a.m.
Bill Forbes - Language Dept.
Mondays, March 9,22,30 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Sam Smith - Animal Sciences
10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Tuesday, March 24
Paul Jones - Chemistry Dept.
2:00 - 3_:00 p.m.
Ann Berquist - Learning Skills Coor: Tuesdays
Thompson School
11 :00 - 12:00 p.m.
Thursday, March 5
Arthur Borror - Zoology Dept.
10:00 -11:00 a.m.
· Thursdays
Jean Carlson - Liberal Arts
Academic Advising ·_

sponsored by
the Commuter/Transfer Center.

WANTED

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
THE MEMORJAL UNION BUILDING

BECOME INVOLVED!!!

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Join the 1982 ORANITE EKECUTIVE STAFF!!

Representatives From:

2
2
2
1
1

Student J\.ctivity Fee Organization
Commuters
Residents
Thc,mpson School Student
Greek System
MUB Board of Governors oversees
the operation of the Memorial
Union/Student Activities, and
allows for student input
in.to the policy making and general
operation of the building. Terms
are for three semesters.

APPLICATIONS DUE: March 4, 1981
See Pat Cleveland, Room 322, MUB

The following salaried positions are available for
next year:

. Editor-in-Chill
Photo Editor
Chill Photographer
senior section Editor
Production Editor
Litararu Editor
llelp create the UNII yearbook!
Corne in and apply
Rm. 125 MUB

DEADLINE: march 13, 1981
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Ev,e n Ja me Ta ylo r co uld n't me llo w ou t UNH

atmosph ere changed percepta bly
At $9.50 a-iidcet, rsuspec t he could
in the now-tro pical Field House.
hav~ afforded to bring along a
re-strap ped . on ~n: ·electric'
Diigmo
singers.
backup
couple of
His renditio n of "Mexic o" near ·gll1tar, and JT went mto some
fancy footwo rk, loping and
the end of the night sounded thin
hopping around. Even his voice
'witho ut Crosby & Nash
when he rolls into this one;
changes
on
songs
the
and
harmon izing,
he seems to relish the chance to
which he did use the tape didn't
stomp and the words reel out at a
seem to need it.
funky, gutt ral pitch that is unlike
Taylor's voice, though, sounds
.
anythin g else he sings. ·
sweet even when it's fracture d, and
asa
People"
the
r
"Showe
did
He
song
a
with
the evening picked up
duet with the reel to reel deck- they ·
millwor k, when Taylor
about
even put a spotligh t on it this time.
brough t. on crac-k L.A. sessfonn an
Let Me Be Lonely Tonight "
"Don't
weeping
some
for
re
Dugmo
· Dan
"Handy man" led to
hQneyed
a
and
of
end
the
pedal steel guitar. By
"Sweet Baby James" the quality of the other highligh t of the night
beside "Up on the Roof'. ,the tunes was catching up with
u~- record, "Coun try Roads"
n.
their receptio
Taylor brough t Dugmo re, (not tlieTon n""Den ver tune) is a
bassist Leland Sklar, and soaring , plaintiv e affirma tion.
Live, it _became a spunky, fervent
drumme r Rick Marotta with him
nt of belief; "Walk on
stateme
ted
contrac
had
he
tedly;
unexpec
ondown !"The music
Walk
down!
have
three
for a solo shot. The
's
played for all the Elektra/ Asylum stopped , except for Marotta
to
artists like Linda Ronsta dt, drums, and Taylor tried

By Joel Brown

James TaylQr has always been
one of the mos.t intimate of singersongwri ters. His lyrics ~onvey
emotion with an exactne ss that is .
closer to poetry than rock and roll.
At the Field House on Sunday
night, Taylor seemed ready for a
quiet -and sometim es playful
evening. The crowd, on the other
hand, was in throes of JTMani a . .
It was one of the most eagerly
awaited shows in UNH history ...
The lines for ticke..ts were
-preposterously- long, arid good seats
were sold for .as much as $40.
SCOPE was even peddlin g the
_RO~!e!:_s with_ "Taylor's picture on
them, for 50¢. -··
The sold-ou t Field ·House shook
with the ovation when the tall,
· honey Taylor walked on stage; the
crowd roared again when he
picked out the first few notes of
"Caroli na" on his accousti c guitar,
and drowne d out the second and
third lines of the lyric cheering for
the first. From the stage it must
have been like standing behind a
jet engine.
There was no let-up over the two
and a half hour show. Even Taylor '
seemed slightly awed by the
·respon se, which was like
somethi ng out of an old Beatles
concert clip. He stuck to his plan,
though, and ran through twenty or
so of his hits (and twenty ramblin g,
mumbli ng introduc tions) as if the
screami ng crowd of 2,600 were
settled arond in his den.
James Taylor by Tim Lorette
Taylor was sick, · he said, with
sore
his
tonsillitis, and between
throat and whateve r he was taking went by like a slow freight train, ·
to "comba t" it, the first of his two not that they r_eceived anythin g less
sets seemed a little slowed down, than total adulatio n.
Then Taylor said he was going
even for what he had in mind. "I
Feel Fine"_!}nd a song about a pig to dQ "Baby It's Cold Outside " as a

duet; he turned on a reel to reel that
sat onstage like a co-star, and .
harmon ized with his own voice. He
describe d this later as a •"cheap ,
trick", quite accurate ly I thoughL

Ho tel N.H., J. Irv ing , pr op .
By Martha Thomas
John Irving says that surprise
and what's obvious serve to
balance a narrativ e. There seem to
be plenty of surprise s in his newest
novel, "Hotel New Hampsh ire,"
excerpts from which he read to a
margina l audienc e in the MUB's
Granite State Room la'st night.
Irving, author of "The World
Accordi ng to Garp," "Setting Free
the Bears," and "The 198. Pound
Marriag e," and UNH graduat e,
New Hampsh ire native, and
inhabit ant of Vermo nt, has
recently complet ed a novel about a

and the bear went into the bear-act ·,
business to pay father's tuition at i
Harvard .
The characte rs in ·the novel are
all cleverly conceived and defined.
When sister Franny is tickled by · Taylor use,nhe m only sparingly,
JT by Lorette
her brother she says~ "P~rver t,
but to advanta ge on tunes ,like
feeling up you own sister." And "Machi ne Gun Kelly". (Did he
brother Frank has a leaning
know it was Mickey Spillane 's
toward taxiderm y and drives a car
birthday ?)
convinc e-us, it seemed, that if we
as if he were driving a hearse.
The foursom e ended the first set would walk _down the same path
Irving stood before the less than
on a triumQ.hanJ; note with "Up on we could be as happy as he.
half-cap acity audienc e , relaxed, t -e Roof', a mid-sixties King/
From there the concert ended
dressed in the UNH garb of flannel
Goffin classic that Taylor has like the fadeout of a tv that's been
for
shirt and corduro ys and read
refined into a · joyous urban turned off. The crowd waltzed
one ·hour. He read well, with
summer anthem with swing, and through "How Sweet It Is", called
studied diction and careful
his first, and darkest hit, "Fire and out "JT!" when he sang the "just
elocutio n. Each charact er had a
Rain". The crowd was still-ecstatic, call out my name" line from
voice. Old blind Freud yelled, singing ·a long with both, which was
"You've Got a Friend" , and
"Jesus God is that you?" and Susie grea_t for "Roof" and really
cheered long after he was _o ut of the :
.
the bear hissed, "You bet your ass I incongr uous with the intensely felt,
Field House and on his way home.
only
that
n
definitio
the
did," with
loss-rid den "Fire".
He's. been returnin g to New York
an actor or a very skilled - storyThe second set was a little more every night to be with his kids
teller could muster.
together than the first; when · when they wake up, and SCOPE 's
Irving has no discomf ort when it Taylor slipped into his r'1ndy
• Jim Puglisi didn't even get to say
comes to profanit y, and he slid version of "Steamr oller Blues" goodnig ht.
and
words
' over the four-let ter
("I'm like a steamro ller baby/ I'm
It was a good show. But I
questio nable allusio ns with gonna roll all over you!'') the
t believe it was quite as
couldn'
measure d ease.
· wonderf ul as all the young women
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,
_
_
_
_
,___
his
from
reading
wasn't
he
When
in the audienc e seemed to think.
book, he silently shuffled throqgh fam-ily in the form of a masterp iece
Taylor didn't seem to think so
·
the pages of the manusc ript or
even either.
my,
taxider
Frank's
of
·
described the outline of a chapter.
reappea ring as the only · survivo r
"The World Accord ingtoGa rp"
a plane crash that kills two·
mostly
of
the
was a best seller and was
family member s in the chapter
_widely read book by college
entitled, "Sorrow Floats."
students in 1979.
Chapter eleven is called "Love
"Hotel" which Irving complet ed
Also Floats," and Irving deftly
in August and will have printed in
conclu des that .. love must
October , may share the same
success. As it appears to be, like · resembl e sorrow in other ways."
The novel is littered with clever
Garp, full of intriguin g det~ils, and
symbols and surprises, but as nine
subtly contrive d twists of plot.
Irving told his audienc e that his , o'clock rolled around to signal the
end of Irving's talk, he shuffled his
novel is full of refrains, repetitio ns,
e,
exampl
pages togethe r and tha~ked hi~
For
ry.
symmet
.and
audienc e, leaving the end of"Hote l
Sorrow , the dog, althoug h dead
New Hampsh ire" a mystery.
early in the novel, stays with the

family and its affiliatio n with a
stuffed dead dog called Sorrow , a
Vienne se bear-tr ainer called
Freud a talking Time-m agazine
readin'g bear called Susie, a few
hotels . and a score of other
imagi~a tive characte rs and details.
The narr.a_tor of "Hotel" is the
least opinion ated of five children
who were conceived like a ··bang,
bang bang, a pop and a fizile,"
and 'the story begins with the
children 's close analysis of their
parents past--fo cusing on their sex
life, and "the bear." The bear was
purchas ed from Freud, and father

~\\\

'\\.e~
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John Irving by Barbie Walsh
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Emmanuel at UNH: after all that, no fear of flying
reminded me of Playboy and stuff where women's
. bodies are glorified," Berry said.
"I've seen French movies of that type before,"
said junior Julie Schiro after _the film Sunday night.
-"It's kind of bizarre with not much of a plot." ·
The thread, albeit a loose one, that does tie
Emmanuel together is the pr~tagonist's (Sylvia
Kristel) quest for sexual emancipation.
Emmanuel arrives in Bangkok to live with her
husband as a naive but sensual nymph, set o~_
discoverin_g_, with her husband's purported .
approval, all the joy and ecstasy an uninhibited sex
lite may bring.
While Emmanuel is off in the wilds of Thailand
with a woman architect she falls in love with, her
husband becomes jealous and does such things as
getting in a fight and having a rough round of sex
with a bitchy acquaintance of Emmanuel.
Emmanuel returns, snubbed by the architect (who
on~ lik~d her), an_<!_ allow~ her husb~_nd to gi_y~~er
. to Mario, an older, distinguished man who tells,
· Emmanuel his job is "to enable you to cross the
· frontier, to step into a forbidden land, the land of
eroticism."
The road to the forbidden land is paved with a
drunken soldier taking off her underwear, a Thai
.raping her in an. opium den, and anal sex with
another faceless Thai who wins a fight in a bar and
' collects her as a prize.
Somehow, it worked for -her.
said Kim Billings, a UNH juni.or from Newmarket.
In all, Emmanuel's exploits take her through four
heterosexual and three lesbian scenes. The tropical
The Z.F., as introduced by Erica Jong in her bestsetting of Bangkok is alternately used to represent a
selling book Fear of Flying, is characterized by
Garden-of-Eden .or, ut<;>pia as Emmanuel travels on
brevity, anonymity, and no talking.
the Chao Praya River, a Heart-of-Darkness-like
"It was very similar to Erica Jong," said
barbarism. The implication i~ that, in an untouched _
Marianne Berry, an __. english major, "because I
state of nature: the two are resolved into one.
thought it was a fantasy--! just didn't know if it was
The film is probably more racist than sexist as no
real or not." .
Thai is given an audible line and, for the most part,
Other than that, though, Berry thou_ght the Xthey are used asan ugly contrast' to western civility . .
rated film,. which had riled the Student Senate even
Ev~ry person 'interviewed after the film agreed
before· Emmanuel was decided· on, was artistically .
there were some genuinely erotic scenes in the
tha.t
limited.· t'Thete w~~ no ·gepth of "character ... · It ·_'

.
; By Dennis Cauchon
"I said I had never betrayed him in Paris," said
Emmanuel, shutting her eyes and slipping her
hand beneath her robe,·dreamily returning to the
plane ride that took her from that civilized
French capital to the natural, untamed city of
_
Bangkok, Thailand.
Emmanuel cast her blue eyes toward a handsome
young man sitting several seats forward in the
darkened TWA 747. She rose, walking in her
stocking feet away from the nameless man in a gray
suit, returning with a sn:,al/, unfolded airplane
blanket.
She laid the wool blanket lightly over her body,
her soft eyes peering from just above the maroon
covering, her garter exposed 'below her uplifted ,
dress. She lowered the hard plastic shade in front of
the airplane window.
The,,, nameless man, dark and broad-shouldered,
·moved into the empty seat beside Emmanuel. They
kissed. One dark hand released the clasps along the
front of her dull, red dress,· the other ran through
.
Emmanuel's short hair.
The nameless man's mouth and wedding ring
dropped to Emmanuel's brests. Other passengers
slept as Emmanuel cradled his head,finally twisting
her lithe bqdy on top' of the nameless man. He
covered her mouth when she groaned.
"~ow, that's a good example of a zi_pless f~ck,"

movie, although each named a different one.
"The scenes of lesbianism were in just as good ·
taste as the others," said Julie Schiro, one of the 250
people to see the first show ..
The crowd at the first show was quiet, with
almost an equal number of women and men. At the
second show, however, the percentage of women
dropped to about 25 percent and the exhuberant,
but slightly smaller, crowd gave the scantily clad
Emmanuel cheers and whistles when she appeared
in the opening scene.
Melissa Fletcher, a Christensen Hall resident,
said she knew a few people at the second show,
mostly "frat boys."
"We needed a night out,.t! said Fletcher, who
came with Jill Anker, another woman from the
same floor. "I wasn't going to come but the
computer broke down."
"My mother told me t come," said Anker before
the show. "It's supposed to be a good movie. She
hasn't seen it, but she's heard critiques."
Both-Anker and Fletcher said this was their first
X-rated movie. They left two-thirds of the way
through.
Dave Horton, a Lord Hall resident, when asked ·
if he was embarrassed to be at the movie, said, "Hell
no, I was here last year."
Horton, who went to the first show with two
. friends from Lord !jail, said, "I just decided to
come at the last minute when these guys came down
the hall and asked. It's no _bigJfeal."
Mark Reynolds of Lord Hall, when asked if Xrated movies were degrading to.women, said, "Hey,
I've seen so~vie~!!i~~ W...Q.!!J,d d~_ad~ ~!J:YO_ne."
The third Lord Hall resident cited A Clockwork
Orange, as did several other people, as being much
more offensive despite its R rating.
The third Lord Hall resident asked that he be
called John Smith, not because he was ashamed, he
said, but because "my mother reads The New

Hampshire.
(,

There's more to Hamlet
than just words, words, words
By Martha Thomas

Slide & the students
By Sleepy John Palmer

The 8th annual UNH Jazz Fest
was held this weekend in Paul
Arts, all over the Memorial Union
and in Oyster River High as well.
Guest artist for the fest was Slide
Hampton, noted trombonistcomposer-arranger.
Over 1000 young jazz musicians
from 50 high schools and. junior
high schools participated in the
activities. For 300 of those
students, the fes ti val began with a
rehearsal of the UNH 4 O'Clock
Jazz Band, directed by David
Seilder. Slide chose three of the
charts-"Chester's Way," "Uncle
Heavy's Pork Chop Revue,,. and
"Writer's Cramp." He conducted
the band for these tunes in the
rehearsal and the performance on
Sunday.
The height of the fest is the
competitions on Saturday. ;fhe
schools can enter competitions for
big bands (about 20 pieces),
combos (five or so) and jazz cho:r.
The competition lasts all day, and
·the winners in each · category
performed Saturday night.
A noted feature of any musical
competition is the musicians all use
their own instruments. If 16 bands
are pe.rforming in the Granite State
Room in one day, then a lot of
equipment has to be moved,
efficiently and fast. This creates a
lot of crowding and rushing
around. Virtually the entire MUB,
and· possibly Paul Arts and Oyster
filver, were taken over completely
by high school students, with UNH
·faculty, staff and students
outnumbered but handling the
crowds well.
Jazz Band director David Seiler
attributes this· to the staff, who are
getting more efficient with each
Jazz Fest, and to the participating
schools. About 40 of the 50 schools
involved are regular attenders.
Bands come .- here from New
England schools a-nd further. But
they come back, Seiler said,
because of the Jazz Fest's

reputation. Judging by the quality
of the competitiors one would
agree.
These kids mean business.
Norwood, winners of the big band
competiton for A bands five years
running had a teacher on the side
with a stop watch, and let the
director know how much time was
left. The bands were penalized
points for each minute over20 that
they played. The Norwood band
played for 21 '33". And the look of
drive, determination and
professionalism in the faces of the I
kids--one youngster who looked
like he was in his early teens,
stepped up to the microphone to
take a solo as part of the winner's
performance Saturday night. He
raised his horn and shut his eyes
has he played, . looking like a
veteran of the bandstand.
Guest artist Slide Hampston
worked in groups led by Dizzy
Gillespie, Maynard- Ferguson,,
Thand Jones and Mel Lewis, and
others, before forming his own
group in 1962. In 1967 he went to
Europ, playing with Dexter ·
Gordon, Art Farmer and others. ,
While in Europed Slide did many
raido and TV projects. On his
return in 1967, Slide accepted
directorships of the Collective
Artists Ensemble and the
Manhattan Plaza Jazz Composers
Orchestra in New York, where he
composes and arranges. He is also
active in workishops such as the
past weekend.
Besides working with the 4
O'Clock Jazz Band, Slide
conducted an improvisation clinic
Saturday. He al~o performed
sever a 1 pieces with nine
tromobinists and a rhythym
section during the Friday rehearsal
and the Sunday concert.
The Sunday show started at 3
p.m. in the MUB's Granite State
Room. The first half featured the
UNH 4 O'Clock Jazz Band under
SLIDE, p~ge 11

"The first question that
beginning actors and theatergoers
ask is 'How do you remember all
' those lines?' said John Edwards,
UNH theater Professor and co.director of the university's current
production of "Hamlet".
Brian Hotaling, UNH junior
who plays Hamlet, smiles smugly
and says, "It's an actor's secret."
But lines are only a preliminary
worry. "Hamlet," often considered.
Shakespeare's singularly best
effort, and ranked as one of the
greatest plays ever written, is more
than mere poetry.
' Scores of questions have been,
are, and will be asked about the
text and its characters. "Hamlet"
been compared to "The
t has
Orestiea," "Oedipus Rex", and
"The Odyssey," and issues are still
heatedly debated in classrooms
and over cappucino.
··Hamlet is argued to be mad,
malcontent, melancholic, heroic,
ineffectual, suicidal, and in love
with his mother.
· Hotaling says, "It's just about a
boy growing up." This is a tidy way
to encompass all of the above into
the obvious 1Y disturbed
complexion of a young man, but
this isn't to say that his greatest
worry is acne,
Hamlet is faced with a peculiar
problem. His father the king,
whom he worshipped, has died,
and his mother whom he loves, has
hastily married l!is uncle, whom he
despises Hamlet is a bit confused
and questions his position.
Wouldn't you? Especially if, to
make matters worse, Dad's ghost
pops in to tell you that he has been
murdered by his vile, incestuous
brother, who is, of course, that
' same uncle that now shares bed
and breakfast with Mom.
So, melancholy, malcontent,
·and disillusion are not out of place
in this tragedy, and it is apparent
that "Hamlet" is an inordinately
complex work.
· . This may, in part, explain _why

I

'

Tim Lorette photo
the spring season of 1981 is the first
..
time in the lengthy history of UN H I remembe_r the
theaterthat"Hamlet"hasfounda bard.
Shake~peare plays _that I did _wh~n
home on its stage.
"Hamlet" is the right show for· I was m c~llege with ~o.~e clanty
college theater," said Edwards, than anythm£ else I did . he ~alCL
who is directing the play with .. , Anoth~[ rea~on for_ cho_~)Slng f _
this. year_ 1s 1~:;
theater professor Jeffrey Martin, Hamlet
~ correspondence with the actors at
"It is primarily a play a6o t
u young UNH. "We have a very strong
·
,,
,, ·d
h.
f
people.
Edwards, who has been at UNH grou_p O ~en t is yea~, s_a 1
for considerably less time than .Edwards. . We w<:rnl1,n t have
theater, has never directd · attempted 1t otherwise ..
A.mong; the able bod1ed. male
"Hamlet" although other
Shakespeard plays form a bulk of ~N tl acting networ~. ~ smtable
.
his experience.
1L!audn~s could not b~ f~un_d. So
Ed wards thinks that a . Pa u~'"' C1l}9' !.._~--profess1?-nal '.1ct?r,
substantial Shakespeare play who has worked_ ex_tens1vely with
should be done at least once every E~ward,s was mv1ted to play
four years, so that each generation Hamlets Uncle.
of students will be exposed to the
HAMLET, page 11•
0
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Mir rors
rock ·

MUB
By Jill Arabas

Something has to be done about
the MUSO advertising for the
MUB PUB lately. This past week
for the Mirrors, only one
newspaper ad read "Pop Rock,"
and the next ad, "New
Wave/ Rock-. - ••wtiat's th{s~-Rock" ~tigma.. _f.ellas1 What's.
wrong with just plain "Rock?"
Can'( anyone be in a· rock band
anymore?
The Mirrors certainly fit the
form this weekend. Any band
whose few covers include Led
Zeppelin and The Jefferson
Airplane doesn't seem punk to me.
The band even shies away from
new wave connotation s. After a gig
at D u r ha m 's Frank l in ' in
December, lead singer Audrey
nuevo
Clark discouraged the
nuances as placing the band in a
musical movement that's lost its ·
meaning.
The Mirrors rock the MUB ~y Henri 8arber
They do, however, present &
"pop" picture, a sound which
drummer John Teger says the
band is trying to build . But pop
doesn't connote Top 40. Blame the
label or pin it to advertising--The
continued from page ten
MUB PUB didn't fill on .Friday.
The hundred-or- so there that
"Hamlet" from Claudius's point
night heard a harmonious mixture
of view is a completely different
from the 5-piece Boston band . The
play than "Hamlet"fr om Hamlet's .
Mirrors rely heavily on the beat , point of view. "Most people arrive :
with bass, drums and a rhythm
at the theater with the
guitar. Not nearly as bassy as
preconcepti on that Hamlet is thePrivate lightning, though, they good gµy and Claudius is the b_a d ,
carry a consistent style, maybe too
guy. Claudius is actually a very ·_
consistent, .it seemed· as -the night strong and feeling man. His, ,
moved on.
' character is a lot like the one thaf
_Overall they sounded good Shakespea re later used for:
through both of_ Fridav's sets. The MacBeth." said Cilley.
Every character in the play must'
Mirrors must give credit to rneu ask different questions about his or 1
sound man, who superbly pulled _ her position in the great scheme of
back the rest of the band when things. And the directors ask
Scott Lucas fired his solos. He also questions, and the audience, and~
mixed in Audrey's straightforw ard t_he critics ask questions. "Hamlet"
vocal leads to both blend with, and isa play about questions, but, as
yet predomina te over, tfie professor Hapgood suggested,
don't ask any until you've seen it.
instrumenta tion.
"Hamlet" directed by Johri.
The Mirrors' repertoire included
both sides of their single, "Stay Edwards and Jeffrey Martin, wm i
Close" b/ w "Talking To You." At be presentd in the Johnson Theater
December's Franklin gig they through Saturday March 7./
covered Zeppelin and Airplane; Performances begin at 8:00, with a selections from the· music ·wr1tten
this time, another Zeppelin tune matinee on Wednesday at 2:00. by Billy Taylor for his recent
and "Time Won't let Me.'Their - Admissio n• for studems, appearance with the Rachel
originals included "It's Safe" and employees, and senior citizens is Lampert dancers. (Later this
"Don't Wait Any longer," with a $3; general admission a dollar semester the combo will perform
crisp and lovely into into a more.
the Taylor-Lam pert work with the
rewarding piece of riffing rock and
UNH dance company.. )
roll.
combo is: Richard Gardzena
The
Their material is basically the ·
on alot, Tom Palance on
Mirrors' own reflection of love.
Flugelhorn and trumpet, Chric
For. instance, "Stay Close'' is a
Falcone on Bass, Rusty Quinn on
stra~ghtforward love song: "I'll
continued from page ten drums and Eugene Uman on
you all my heart, 1·11 give you
piano.
everything. You're the only one
also
Audrey
Lyricist
that l want."
stresses the illusionary and
sometimes trying times lovers go
through: "It's so tough t be alone,
photos strewn across my room. I
look deep into David's eyes. He
tells me all the reasons · why,"
comes from "'Talking To You."
The band also takes a serious
look at other aspects of life. They
go political wit}}_ the song, "The .
Candidates ," and reminisce with a
dedication to the late John Lennon
called, "You Can't Do That."
Audrey got some help on vocals
from guitarist Scott, and backups
from other members of the group.
The Mirrors' music is basically
fun to dance to. The crowd
unglued themselves from their
I
seats rather late, though once they
started, the floor stayed busy.
John and Chris Bernasconi ·
THE AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION
( rhylt1m guitar) said the group ;
and LOWEST PRICES!!!
right now looks for a following
mo1e than fresh greenbacks in
their pockets. Several Boston
bands have lost in the contract
category, anyway: Pri vale
Lightning, Robin Lane and the
:\~:, , ,.. 1. • . , [at:-r'". Jrnve all run into
problems in the past few months.
As long as the Mirrors enjoy
Saturday·
DOVER
Broadway Weekdays
i.,ging in the area both a
9-5:30
9:30-9
be
may
following and greenba~ks
on the way.

says). Jack's dacf
years -(I'm 43
By ·sleepy John Palmer
Jack White world rekaownetf was a pro and nis uncle was the ,
billiards player and accomplish ed world champ. Any children? All
. heckler, gave two exhibitions in · over the world :" He uses a 20
the MUB games room yesterday. ounce Palmer cue and considers
He began his appearance s by them the best in the world.
· He claims to have played all over,
playing against members of the
audience, and concluded with an :the world, for all the presidents of
Central and South America as welt
exhibition of trick shots.
, }Vhile playing the audience as the White House.
Some of Jack's trick shots ·
members, Jack answered
questions from the crowd .of 100. ,include the Lite Beer commercial'
The atmos·p here was relaxed and shot. Five balls are clustered ·
j~vial as Jack would promise to around a side pocket. Three cue
give everyone money if he missed sticks are placed on the table so
his shot (it went from $20 to $40 an that upon shooting the four striped '
hour every day as long as they balls are·sunk, the cue ball rolls up
liv~d). He did get beat, but seemed be~ween two of the cue sticks,
more interested in heckling his sw1thed tracks to the other cue
opponent, any who left, .. and stick, and rolls back to knock in'
the remaining ball.
people he felt like heckling.
Jack focuses on everyone having
. Jack _offered the following
~nfor_m_ation as he played: High run a good time. He jokes, in a jive
m b1lhards: 314. Highest stakes, style, constantly using phrases like
won: $27,000 in four and a half, "Watch .this man, it's cool" "I'~
hours. Longest time played hip to that," which seems t~ tell a
nonstop: three days and three bit about what he's like. He broke
the audience up several times with
nights.
He's appeared on Carson a joke, while shooting one handed.
qriffin, etc., has plaJ'ed Minnesot~_ · But when he concentrate s, he can
Fats and won, has been playing 42 amaze.
Billiard Wizzard Jack White hy Henri Barber

Haml et

1

Slide

God Loves Yoµ!

Tune

In

MOR NIN GST AR ·
MUS IC

DAN-CE SHOES

Leather
Ballet
Slippers
_

·C.hildren's
and
Ladies'·
Tap

Shoes

Character/Jazz Pumps

RE D' S- =

·

0

Sunda ys 6-9 am

fi1
~

w ·u NH-F M

~TUD ENT-T ELEV ISION

NETWORK
We would like to introduce our
student-directed NEIUS SHOW to be
presen ted every Wednesday at noon
in the Straffo rd Room.
Come see and hear the latest in
campus news: interviews, sports, the
arts, lectures, and more.
It's all free and informative,
produc ed for the students, by the
students, and with the students.in it.
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-* tickets:
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. .

· ·.·, ·cll:00 - 2:00 - Lunch
~_,-. _ ·. 2:00 - 4:00 - A!ternoon Coffee. :· '
·
4:00 - 9:30 - Dinner _· -·

- .

· *at MUB ticket -o'rfice

Sponso-red by
Student Arts Council
&· Eaton House

·EXPERIENCE
THE WORLD 4S TOUll C.lVIPUS _

··-

:Idea·

· Students $2.00
Non~Students $2.00

I

J

A :·

8:0_~ p.m.

i '

.

· · ReStaUrani ··

MUB .

I

- ···--- ··--·~-

.

· New . ... -.• -..

Sunday Marcli .8th

i;

.......:-•-

NOW OPEN! ·

i

I

~

' ,. . I~OCA TED.-:AT- .-·..
56 MAIN STREET
DURHAM

rl

I

·:

AWAKEN TO
ONENESS
_featuring '

BILL AND JRIS-BECKER
7:30 p.m .

. Tuesday, March 3rd

Rm. 204

McConnell Ha-II (WSBEf

UNH
Join- the- Semester a·t Sea, sponsored by the Univer.sity of
Pittsburgh, for an unparalleled inte.rnational educational
. experience.
Sail for Seattle, September 7, 1981 to the Orient, Southeast
Asia, India, Egypt (Suez Canal) and the Mediterranean. Early
applica!!On recomm~e.;.;.n~d;.;...ed.;...._ _ _ __

Informative presentations will be held on: ·
Wednesday, March 4, 7:00 p.m., Mill Road House
Friday, March -_6, 11 :00-2:00 p.m., MUB

'!
l

For.free color brochure, ca.11 or write: Semtister at Sea/U.C. I.S., Forbes Qua.dra.ngle, University
of Pittsburgh, PA 16260. Telephone toll free (800) 884-0198 (except California);
(412) 624-6021 (Pittsburgh); (714) 881-6770 (Callforn.ia).TheS.S. Un1verse1sfully

air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia. a.nd built in America.

Society for Wholistic Living
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University Forum
Kurt Hastings

Douglas Wheeler

Tribute to an Entertainer
One by one, we line up ~ll
Cold and hungry, we wait patiently ...
Who are they? Who are we?
We see the faces, the eyes, the want
The blankets are few, the cold - so raw;
but we must wait, we must, we must...
Conversation is heard, laughter is rare
We all must wait, but the doors remain
closed, closed ...
When will they open? Where is the warmth?
We see the sun awaken in the eastern sky,
but it's still so cold, cold, hunger, pain ...
It's her light that fills the eyes with warmth
The figures have faces, the faces are us
The faces are different, although they are one
But we still remain waiting, the hunger persists,
The cold, the anguish ...
When will it stop?
Some movement is seen, the hope abounds
The faces light up,
.
...as if the desire was heard
... as if the want was seen
... as if the need was to be fulfilled
... NO!!
Only the rest!ess rumblings of the many,
wrapped in their blankets, the churning stomachs,
the cold, the time, the wait
We wait, they wait
We must, they must
... all for the need
The time has come, the time has passed
We can't turn back, we can't, they can't
The figures lose face, the eyes lose feeling
The souls and the eyes are blinded as the
doors have opened...
.
You can taste the prize!
All for one, and one for all? ... No
One for one, and all for none
We push, they push
We hunger, they hunger
But noone cares ...
Who can now??
We want, they want
Wanting is needing; I need, it's necessary
TO NEED-NECESSITATE, therefore, to want
is to necessitate
••To each his own."
.
(or whoever elses is available)
We're warm now, that we have
Can't be sold,
stoled,
cold is gone ...
but it's still here
They pusl:1, we shove, we say we care,
but it's so cold,
... inside
Our hands are warm, our hands are full
They're Silver, Copper, Green ... warmth to
exchange for a need; my need , your need, our need
"As long as mine comes before yours."
Mine to be fulfilled,
... and yours? Sure, if there's
any left after me
(if there's any waiting for me
after him, after her, .. .after them)
"'But I still like you."
(just don't cut me!)
Shouts are heard, the clouds roll in
.. Get back; move back!!", say the ones
who don't need, who are warm,
"Move back, I said!!"
... but not with understanding
Do they understand our need? ... Wait!
Do we understand our need,
... our want?
Time passes, hunger remains
"Move Back!!"
.. Tell me about it, man! Tell me you understand
our need!
_
You! Yes, you with the big belly. You, with
the shoes, the gloves,
.
. .. the security."
"Tell me that you understand, that you hunger,
that you need, that you desire! So comfortable
you stand there,
·:·telling me!!"

Kurt Hastings is a second semester senior who spent
sever1,1J hours of his five and a ha(f hour wait.for James
Tavlor rickets re/7ecting on the ..absurd behavior"o.fthe
manJ· par-ticipa11t-s sJOnding ill line.

Edited by Dennis cauchon

White Rhodesia
I hunger, I need. You suck!
You don't understand!
... Do I?
Does James Taylor understand?
Does he see the hunger, the pain, the cold
the wait,
the desire, ... but"Desire ca-n only come ·after the need is met."
Desire is not a need, not to need,
... a dream
Yes, it's a dream--to us
But tQ them?
They wait, they hunger, they can't desire!
They're empty ...
They fight the cold, not for one or six hours
a year, no, ... every day! Every fucking day ...

transformed to
.

Black Zimbabwe
-

Located in the heart of central-southern Africa,
Zimbabwe achieved political independence in April 1980
but is still capturing world me~ia at~ention. As ~
country which most recently achieved mde~endenc~ m
Africa, it has a troubled _past but a potentially bniht
future.
As a UNH faculty member on leave, I was fortunate to
have the experience of teaching one term in 1967 at the
University College of Rhodesia, in Salisbury, the capital,
an institution today named the University of Zimbabwe.
For James Taylor?
What is that?
"Rhodesia" derived its name from the name of the British
businessman-mining magnate Cecil Rhodes, who
A new kind of food? Warm socks?
"founded" the country in 1890, while the name
Ahab!!
l he man who makes the warm sock~·..:.:.
..Zimbabwe," preferred by Africans, comes from the
name of the historic dry stone ruins in the central-south
.A TAYLOR
sector of the country.
No,
... a singer
During some months' visit I taught history to students
of African and European descent and was able to travel
to every corner of this beautiful and potentially
You stand in line for a singer?
prosperous country, then under European control. I was
Usted espera para comprar billetes?
impressed with the contrast which Rhodesia(Zimbabwe)
We wait in the cold-TO EA 11 !
offered with the former Portuguese colonies in Africa: it
My family hungers, I have no work
possessed
rich mineral resources (chrome, gold, coal),
and you bitch for tickets to a ... a con~ert?!
rich farmlands with tobacco and corn, some industry and
excellent transportation facilities. The health and
I've never seen a concert, Mr. Entertainer,
educational standards of the people were well above
- - ... whatever be-your name ·
those of their neighbors.
Do you give away food for-my family? · ··
Recent political histQIY.. however. has been fnrnght
Do you provide me with work?
with racial and ethnic conflicts. White residents conWhat is music?
trolled the government during much of this century and,
"Music soothes the savage beast."
·
while most of Africa south of the Sahara became
_ ... an_d then he eats you because he's hungry
independentofcolonialrule in the 1950's=and 1960's,
He uses your guitar to warm his hands,
Rhodesia remained under the control of a minority of
but not by playing it;
white residents, led by tobacco farmer, the Rhodesian... it burns
born Ian Smith. Disagreeing with British authorities who
l burn, I hunger, I need
tried to reassert some control over the country, Ian Smith's
forces broke all legal ties and ·declared UDI {Unilateral
to learn, to u~derstand
Declaration of Independence) on November 11, 1965.
Frustrated African nationalists organized guerrilla
Feed me, Mr. Entertainer, then you may play
· warfare beginning in 1972. By 1979, with over25,000 lives
your guitar
lost in the costly conflict, international pressures
· Teach me to play, so that I too, can play concerts,
increased to stop the fighting and negotiate a peace. In
so that I too, can afford to buy
late 1979 an international conference brought the various
.
food, clothes, shoes, a matress
parties together in London and a peace settlement was
to sleep on .. .
signed. After a ceasefire, a British-supervised transition,
and free elections monitored by British Commonwealth
But I'm no fool, Mr. Entertainer
observers, Zimbabwe achieved independence in April
I know the difference1980. The winner of the parliamentary elections held was
.. the difference that a day makes
African leader Robert Mugabe, today Premier, chief of
Isn't that a song, Mr. Entertainer?
the ZANU (Zimbabwe African National Union).
Do you understand what a difference a day makes?
In the nine and a half months since independence, an
-_Time; that's the issue
African-led Zimbabwe has faced massive problems
your day is my year
which are typical of emerging countries: once freedom
Time cannot fill a n empty stomach
has come, there are great pressures on the Government to
More often than not ifs the emptiness in
satisfy citizens long deprived o{ freedoms and a decent
my stomach that fills time
living, to insure advancement for Africans, yet maintain
It 's always there,
law and order. The bloody, seven-year guerrilla war
.. .like a song!!
complicated this challenge, as the parties which fought
for independence are divided in personal, political and
Did you sell all your tickets, Mr. Entertainer?
ethnic rivalries.
Did you play well?
In mid-February, after the country experienced an
l heard-your concert on the radio,
increased emigation of skilled whites, there were serious
outside, in the cold,
armed clashes between the armies of Mugabe's followers
and those of his rival, Joshua Nkomo's ZAPU
waiting to eat, sleep, then do it all again;
(Zimbabwe African Peoples' Union). Attempts to
... like yo-u, Mr. Entertainer
integrate soldiers from the two rival armies into a new
.. Play it again, Sam."
Zimbabwe national army brought conflict and heavy loss
Then eat, sleep; you get tired ...
of life.
The task of the new Zimbabwe government, led by
Take a vacation, Mr. Entertainer
Robert
Mugabe, is not an enviable one. Since it is
But before you leave for your vacation, do me one favor
! anxious to mend the economy torn by years of war, and
Explain to me:
to retain numbers of skilled persons of European descent,
What is a vacation?
while satisfying demands of the African masses, it must
Do I get one?
tread a narrow path. The violence which has flared up
I guess not
I'll just wait my turn, look at the thousands, since last April has caused anxiety and this has not been
aided by the small amount of foreign financial assistance,
"ls that your face, Mr. Entertainer?" .
promised by British and American statesmen since 1976
.. hold oii'to ·111·y Copper and Silver and
for the country, which has come. If the Mugabe
Government can overcome the divisive psychology born
"I didn't think so."
of seven years of a race war and unite citizens not as
... copper and silver
members of tribes or parties but as "Zimbabweans," it
will have accomplished a great deal.
·see you next year, Mr. Entertainer,
History Professor Douglas Wheeler teaches African
... or tomorrow
and Iberian history at UN H. He is on a leave ofabscence
during the 1980-81 academic year.
It's all the same to me
Here, a day makes no difference
'e.. 1
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Editorial
Stude nts need to act before the cut
The newsmakers will handle it That is the
attitude of most students towards the headlines
about the sinking budget and the stories about
the major cutbacks.
_
It only hurts when it's direct Medical
technology, computer science and nursing
majors are told funding chunks will come from
their own departments. Students are angry--so
they talk about it among themselves.
The problem is the students are talking, but
they-are not acling.-niere is ro-om to act fur the
truly concerned student
Wednesday night the legislature will meet in
Concord on the needed appropriations for the
University System of N_e w Hampshire. The

meeting is opeJ:! _to the _public.
Students should set up carpools to encourage
others to attend this Concord meeting.
Legislators are sitting in their offices. They
'read their mail But their desks are not st.a.eked
with letters from students who may be asked to
pay increased tuition next year for cuts in
sel'Vices and possible academic potential.
Student senators are the voice of the students.
Yet students should not leave everything to one
group of select students.
The legislators need to hear from the students
on financial aid, the electrical engineers, the
nurse, the liberal arts major, and the fraternity
brother. A composite of the diversified student
__b~ will give Con~~~ ~ clearer ~ict~re. .. _

· §!I.Fe your actions ma).': not" hay~ an i~~ediate
impact But letters, plione calls, visits and
meeting appearances will help assure us that the
bureaucrats can't forget they are just dealing
with numbers.
It is easier to cut at any level when those
affected are out of sight Legislators can just
think in state dollars and cents.
- If we make ourselves heard they cannot avoid
the reality of 10,000 students who will suffer
directly because of a few legislative budget cut
sessions.
An action now could save a University from
losing its funds and its integrity to the cutting
shears.

I'LL BE DIIMAJE.D IF
I'M G-ONNA LET SOME

~~-

COMMIE TJ:ACHER TRY
TO B"RAINWASH OUR

~
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YOUN&-D1PRE5510NABLE
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By Rachel Gagne

I

SAF budge ts afford roolll for input
Everyone paid the line item on their
September bill stuck between their tuition cost
and their energy surcharge.
The Student Activity Fee (SAF) of 833.66 is
used to fund the twelve student organizations-the newspap_er, radio station, senate and
yearbook staff.
The control of the fee's increase or decrease is
left to the students in the senate and on the
Student Activity Fee Council (SAFC).
I~ today's issue, The New Hampshire, on pages

17 to 22, has published the organizations'
requests for budget changes.
SCOPE, MUSO, Student Senate, The Student
Press, Cool Aid, The Granite, The New
Hampshire, STVN, ISOS, and TOSNOM have
taken the time, along with some members of the
newspaper's staff to present this supplement in a
clear way for each student
As students paying the mandatory fee it would
benefit you to look at the enclosed pages. Note
the suggested increases and weigh them against

that organization's benefits and-defi~iencies.
This Sunday at the senate meeting SCOPE's
and The New Hampshire's budget will be
discussed and voted upon.
At next Tuesday's SAFC meeting more
student budgets will be considered before being
sent to senate for a vote.
These meetings offer opportunities for student
input
Students have to pay the fee. They should be
the ones who decide ifwhattheyarepayi ngforis
worth it

Letters
CARP
To the Editor:
My comments are in response to
Peter Grogan's letter printed in the
January 23rd issue of The New
Hampshire, and Cathy Aman'scolumn
printed in the February 13th issue.
These two literary attempts seem to
represent the latest twist in CARP's
campaign-- to get us to feel sorry for
them. We don't. We won't. Their best
efforts seem to stem from .their
remarkable observation that CARP is
unwanted. It is. It will remain such.
CARP has been den;ed official
recognition by- the Student

Organization Committee. It should be,
now and forever, because there is one
criterion that it will never meet. CARP
does not enhance campus life. It
detracts from it. CARP does not
bolster student moral. It detracts from
it. CARP provides a crutch to lean on,
and then attempts to graft one to that
crutch.
Cat hy, you state in your article that
CARP has been accepted at UC
Berkeley, UCLA, University of Ohio
and other places as well. Go there then- and leave us alone.
Peter, you_ seem to enjoy comparing .
criticisms to CARP with the
persec:ition of Socrates. Consider this
also. Each time you try to force your
"religion" and philosophies upon us ,
you might as well take another gulp of

-hemlock: The end result is the same.
James Verrill
Milton, N.H .

Greeks
To the Editor:
During the past few semesters the
Greek System here has been trying to .
improve our relationship with the
University. Unfortunately an
irresponsible act was committed last
Thursday night that we fear may
damage what progress we have made .
Some malicious person or persons
defaced the _front entrance to the
Dimond Library with the words "Bids

Night '81" in black spray paint.
Dennis Thomas
We the presidents of the governing
Greek Council President
bodies of the Greek System would like
to ask that the University community
does not judge the entire system on the
immature acts of one person or a small ·
group of people.
We wish to express our deep regret to
the University over this incident. We
also wish to inform the campus that we
are presently working on getting this
To the Editor:
graffiti removed as soon as possible.
There has been an increase recently
in the number of people who are
Sincerely,
concerned about what is happening in
El Salvador and this is good. I fear
Michael E. Coleman
however, that the arguments being put
lnterfraternity Council President
forth are viewing the situation more as
an isolated "human rights" problem
Joan Hansen
than the premeditated and conscious
Panhellenic Council President
initiative tha,t it represents 0£ 9ur ign

El Salvador

/
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-foreigniioilcy goals.
The United States has recently
increased shipment of military
hardware, and more recently military
"advisors", to this troubled area. Does
that sound at all familiar to you? It is
our intention says President Reagan to
stop the flow of military aid from the
Communist block to the rebels who are
fighting with the backers of the military
junta for control. This may sound
reasonable enough to some until the
argument is examined a little closer.
First of all, the United States has no
right whatever to meddle in the internal
affairs of another nation any more than
the Soviet Union does. We claim to do
so however in the name of "human
rights",and that of furthering the
existence of democratic institutions for
the world .
In reality however, what our
· government is interested in is not
human rights or political ideologies,
democratic or otherwise. The
government looks at issues in terms of
economics and not human lives.
Problems both domestic and
international are reduced to dollars
and cents.
Granted, the rebel movement in El
Salvador may not be representative of
a majority of Salvadoran people, but
neither was George Washington and
his revolutionary army. What is clear in
any case, is that the "centrist"
government and the military junta have
no mandate either, and that is putting it
rather mildly. So we cannot in any way
claim to be furthering the causes of
human rights or that of "democratic"
institutions, whichever way we involve
ourselves.
Second and perhaps most important
to understanding the problem, is that
the United States is suffering from
severe economic problems of its own.
Contrary to what President Reagan
says, it is very unlikely, rather
impossible, that any Keynesian
economic measure will relieve the
economy of its problems in the long
run, because Keynesian economics is
the problem.
Within the Keynesian frame work,
what we are faced with is a need to
stimulate production. What better war

to do so, while at the same time
following through on our get tough
with the Russians promises, than to
incr1:ase_ domestic _a r~~ producti.on _by
cult1vatmg a communist paranoia in
Central America and, more
importantly, here at home.
It is moreover, my contention that
President Reagan and his "regime",
have from the very beginning realized
these conditions and have chosen to
deal with them in this manner. Any
other effective way of dealing with our
economic and political priorities,
something you can be sure that
President Reagan, Secretary Haig and
David Rockefeller would, for obvious
reasons, never be in favor of. So this
amounts to the same olq despicable
story of the military-industrial
complex being used to breathe
temporary life into an economic
structure which has been on its
deathbed for a long time.
In the final analysis, if we as a people
want to further the cause of human
rights and confront the question of
economic equality and health, we must
be willing to criticize our own
involvement in areas which are clearly
non-democratic and non-egalitarian in
fact without being labeled as antiAmerican. We must support the rights
of all people to their self determination
and the best way to accomplish this is
to realize our own. On this and other
campuses, the way to begin is to
question in our lecture halls the very
ways in which such short-sighted and
destructive practices become
institutionalized. It is up to us.
Charles R. Cragin Jr.
Durham

Retireinent
To the Editor:
Since 1977 The New Hampshire has
periodically covered the story of a
professor who wants his job back. I
believe it's time to address this situation
again.
In the spring of 78 my father,

Richard Dewey, professor · of
sociology, was forced to retire from
UNH at age 65, in accordance with an
arbitrary practice of retiring employees
based on age. Discrimination based on
age is no less unjust than that based
upon race or sex. My father is not
asking for much. He wants a part time
job and no fringe benefits, allowing
half his salary to hire a younger person.
Following University procedures, he
has gone through every conceivable
channel, spoken with all pertinent
administrators, and presented his case
to several committees numerous times
in an attempt to regain a teaching
position. The Department of Sociology
and Anthropology wrote letters of
support, student support has been
high, the Faculty Caucus, Professional
Standards Committee, University
Senate, and the then Vice President
have all endorsed his cause.
In the last three-and-one-half vears,
I he has repeatedly presented his case,
not only because of the various changes•
in administration, but also to assure
that he exhausted all on-campus
,options prior to seeking off-campus
resolution of the issue. Still nothmg has
happened apart from being permitted
to teach extension courses only which
places him in the same category as
graduate students, etc., and ignores his
years of experience and breadth of
knowledge.
.
.
.
This semester he has even offered to
teach an extra course for the
department, recognizing that the
introductory courses were overloaded.
His desire to teach is so strong, his
vitality and zest for life so real, that he
is willing to teach for nothing -- nothing
except the knowledge that he is helping
students and expre~sing his
commitment to education. How can
the University turn away such a man,
with 30 years of experience, a history of
publication and innovation in his field,
and a true devotion to his vocation?
The Undergraduate Committee gave
unanimous support to his otter, and the
chairman of the department discussed
it with the acting dean of Liberal Arts.
But that's where it stopped. Since that
time my father has tried to make an
_appointment with Acting Dea~
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· Kimball to discuss this and other
matters, but the request has not been
granted.
It is obvious that my emotiona,
involvement is high, but I write this not
only as a concerned daughter, but also
as a concerned alumna, employee of
the University, and citizen. Don't we
have a right to expect the University to
operate at the highest moral and
educational levels, rather than at ihe
lowest levels permitted by arbitrary
and out-moded rules? Is there no way
to right this situation?
Elaine H. Dewey
Assistant Director
of Alumni Affairs

Interested in
writing or
photography
-'"·Room 151

MUB

Have a complaint or complimen t?
•

Submit typed letters

·to the Editor
in Room 151 of the MUB.

The New Hampshir e
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for the following paid positions :____-----......
Editor-in-Ch ief
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ECKANKAR

Dew ey

DISCO VERIN G THE INNER YOU
A discussi on will be held dealing with the
recogni tion of and our daily particip ation
in other realms of being as viewed by
Eckank ar. The event will be held on
Thurs. _ March 5 at 8:00 p.m. in room 142
Hamilto n Smith.

Sk:il ls? Wha t Skil ls?

continued from page three

l>eing postpon~d ... "
Dewey feels the recent change
in the national attitude toward age
qualifies as the "rare and unusual
circumstance" for him to be invited
back to . the Sociology Department.

A March 1978 · Congressional
bill extended the national
retirement age of 65 to 70 for ·all
positions except university ·
professor$. After strong urging
from lobbyists, Congress included
professors after July 1, 1982.
Dewey thinks UNH would
benefit if he returned to teach halftime - they would get his years of
experience for half the price,
without closing the door on
younger teaching candidates.
"I think people fear that if
professo:s. don't retire, the 'old

~icycles~Cross Country Ski~Run niog ·.Shoes
Fuji*Windsor*Cannondale*Bell*8etar- .
.
Sida•Brooks*Etc..~

· Learn · to Identi fy yours at: _
M-F 10-5.
Sat 10-2

DETERMINING YOUR
MARK ETABL E SKILLS

Wedne sday, March 4
2: 10-4:00 PM

Jenkins Court
Durham, NH 034824
868-5634

goats' will rip off the students
educationally," he said. "I just
don't think that'll happen."
While a member of the
Sociology Department, Dewey
taught the introductory course,
Social Psycholog y, Urban
Sociology, graduate seminars, and
introduced a Female and Male In
Society course.
Many students and faculty
members, including members of
the Sociology Department, have
supported his return to the UNH
faculty, according to Dewey.
"It's not a question of evil people
in the university,"he said. "lt'sjust
. a situation that estranges the
administration from the faculty
and students."
·
Dewey has been invited to teach
an extension course in
Portsmouth.
.
..
.
-Dewey- has spent much of the
last three. years writing various
articles and working on several
possible books.. He plans to
continue his writing while waiting
for a court decision, and admits he
may take a job at another college
· so he can teach.
"I've had inquiries from other
colleges," he said. "But I've·wanted
to stay close to the base of
operations and fight this out. I also
don't want to leave my home, my
friends and the rural area."

INFL ATIO
. N FIGHTING SPECIAL

Grafto n Room - MUB

Every Tues & Wed

Career Program s Sponsore d by:
Career Planning & Placement Service
·
Counseli ng & Testing Center
Liberal Arts Advising Center

MUS O FILM SOCIETY
~present s-

A German Horror!

25% QFF all DOU BLE- LOA D WAS IIES
Durha m
Launll ercent er
. Main St. Durha m
''THIS IS A WAR OF WORDS AND
17Ef'INITION5. IT WILL 6E FOUGHT TO TI-\E
DEATH IN THIS DECADE. FOR OWE
FIERCE MAN, THE ENEMY IS EVERYwl-lERE.
THE WAR JS HJG . ,, ANDY ME~TON,TEACHfK OF
.

NAAAL-U NH
PRESENTS:

BILL (3~A
n 117n
'"'
JOURNALISM AT \JNM

• LE'ADfN(, ADVOCATB OF LE.GAUZ EP ABORTlOtJ
~ 11-11? use Or CONTRAC ePTIDN

·~UNPER ./ 17JR.ee.TO~ OF THE f~ 5IR!H cmTROL C.U NIC..
rN THE UNIT€[/ STATeS
'PRESENTL'Y AlDfNb 90,000 PATIENTS PER. YEAR

KLAUS KINSKl ISABELLE ADJANI
. , NOSFERATU THE VAMPYRE
( English Subtitles)

""" BRUNO GANZ

MICHAEL GRUSKOFF rn.-, .·,,, A WERNER HERZOG FILM
Wmml'r,,lu, <,l.u\.l l'lire""I t,,;WERNER HERZOG Cola by EASTMAN
N""''"r:'r«hid, fr.,n1AVl.1N

l!..GJ:.::~~~~~

C,lg)ll T\l-1CNTlfll1CENn •RY-l'<.lX

'ii'

' LRIJ~

Thursday, March 5
Strafford Room, MUB
Admission: $1.00 or Season's Pass

MONDAY, MARCH 9TI-\ AT 8PM

GRAN JTE STATE ROOM -

THE MUB

FREE io UNM UNDERGRADUATES WlT\-1 \. D.
ALL OTHERS ONE IX>UAR.. AT TI-IE. PCOR.

\
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SAF Organization ·1981 ~82 Budget Proposals
.

l

The Student ActiVity Fee <;.oullcil (SA.fCJ and .the Student
Senate b,ave begun the prOcess oj e'Valuatin,i StUdent OrOn-izati,On
budgBiSr-QRd funding ·requests. SAF'C _~ee!S ·. !uesdays ·and
Thursdays from 12:30 to 2:00 in the MUB. The Senate meets.
Sunday nights in McConnell 212 at 6:00~. All meetings are open.

----------~-M uso--...----ltc'COME

-;~-eo

79-80
~udg~t

A:rt•:i/t.-:?ct.

30-31

l.ctc.~ 1

+

14 ;'00.00

11,372.05

-a-

F:i.lmi,

16;000,0Q

1t.1!3.25

·1&,000.00

6,500.00

· Photo/Okrm

$2,0r]O,{.)!)

-c-

,)50.00

MlJSO-&t

5,655.15

E.500. (!!l

Pub !•rg'ti'n

3.): ~.Sfi. {JO

Se:d~s

906.75

:~YR

The Memorial Union Student · lectures; symposia, exhibits, and:
Organization (MUSO) provides photography and darkroom
the University community with instruction.
MlJSO is responsible ·for the ·
cultural, educational, recreational,
and social activities, such as organization and administration·
popular films, theater, dance, art, _of the MUB Pub.

.. //

l.; 1 000.GO

Cc,n~ei:ta

JltZZ

u~-ti;_:

}:c'.r~•?;;.r1 .,1

-o-

35.uO

7'. ;fund

6.00

hll' Overage

3/;oo
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! ~ ;~~.)

·s.u

36,585,00

-----------TOTAL

80,835.00

3.::;585.00
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.i G,08!..70

EXPENSE
PROQ1.Al\"1ING

Art/L~ct
Concerts
Filmo
Pub Prog
Spec Proj
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SAFO------ ------SAFO performs the accounting
SAFO's primary work is
functions of the various activity fee
processing checks and financial
funded organizations as well as for documents for other organizatsome separate client accounts. The · ions. An excess of $400,000 filters
office is not directly involved with in and out of the SAFO office in a
the programming of activities, but year.
is dept busy with the financial end
The SA1O b_usiness manager
of the activities.
alos makes sure the business

·managers do not overspend, and
· spend only when appropriate.
SAFO was·previously funded by
charging all clients a percentage of
their total income. With the ·.
institution of a new student
government in 1978, SAFO
became SAF funded.

?9-80 Bu.dget

§ 0-81 Budgtl

8\225 • .32-

-0.-

-0-

-i)-

-0-

i t49}.9!:'I

92_.:)0

Xuve~•r;i;.ent
:(n,.;ome

2 1 \xx-.• ::.::-

-o...

-0-

a,.a33.oc..'.)

-o-

-CJ-

- 0-

.... ....,.\1....,

-~. (\

2,'700.00

Ut.!19. OJ;
(&50,00

~EN3J! Audi t
C~tpi.tal

(200bC;0

20{1.00

Equipment
250.0D

;25.00

'7' 7?'7.:50

7~()84.j?

8 (•1~C.,: :::•~~·

277:.84•

j25 -:, 00

Of'fi.Je
BnppJ.i.ea ·•

:5?.;;cOO

'.('el.aphcn~

----STUDE NT SENATE--.__ __INCOME

------···-- ~--· - - - - ---·
Money transferrEc.d from PYR
in fall, 1979
Programming Fund PYR
SAF
SAF Overage

,
j

- ·· - -·

-

l·

'Change
. - Proposed
8). - 82 ,.

Budget
80 - 81

.

-

t

2,383. 50
3,995.40
28,222,15
6,880.83

- o -

:
\

Budget
79 - 80

I
553.38
140
385

1
I

- o -

I 4,000
27,854.41: 41,686
- 0 - ! - 0 -

41,481.88

EXPENSES

_.',, _ TQTAL EXPf~SE

~
1· Actual
79 - 80

------- --

Total Income

Academic Council
ASO
Awards
Capital Equipment
Cabinet & Bookshelf Unit
Collator
Curtains & Hardware
Wall Clock
Commuter Council
Compensation
President
Vice-President
Speaker
Chairpeople (8@ BOO.DO ea.)
Business Manager
Parliamentarian
Public -Information Officer
Personnel Officer
Conference
Elechons
Election Subsidy
Equipment Maintenance & Repairs
Hospitality
Legal Services
Office Supplies
Orientation
Printing
Programming Fund
Public Relations & Advertising
SAFC Secretary
·secretary
Secretary Fringe Benefits
SFU Council
Student· Services Council
Subscriptions
Telephone
Travel

Budget
79 - 80

Actual
79 - 80

150
564.44
(370)

600
400
300
1,800
350
100
250
350
450
• 100
. 18,000
600
10,000
1,125
4,038.50
400

193.65
600
400
300
1,600
350
100
250
307.50
240.36
53. 68 .
18,176.75
639.82
.

0

-

0

-

-

45,686

42,141

-3,545

Budget
80
81

Proposed
81 - 82

Change

-

0

-

-

0

-

-

0

-

-

0

-

-

0

-

-

0

-

+

358

-

200

1,200
700
300
2,400
350
100
250
100
1,000
350
450

+
+

500
300

175

+
+

I

200

0

-

700
400
300
2,100
350
100
250
100
350
450
150
500
19,100
900
200

150

-

160
698

160
340

-.

-

0

-

0

-

-

1,000
0

-

1,040
180

1,090
350
;42,141
!

-

- .t

-

-

0 -

-

0

-

0

-

-

0

-

-

+1,000

900
780
5,068
.-

0

300

+

700
,
!21,010
"' 1,400
500
1,000

8,807.52 . 10,000
1,011.60 . 1,125
780
3,812
1,293.74
649
(40. 77) , 1,000
200
822
50.40

0

41,881
- 0 -

110

1,040
100

-

-4,000
+ 195
- 0 -

225
38
400
35
250

-

-

-

0

-

-

0

-

25
200
+1,910
+ 500
+ 300
+1,000
-10,000
- 225
- o ·+1,256
649
- o ·! +- 200
'

+
+

110

50
170

-3,545 ,

Th·e Student Senate is the
legitimate voice of the UNH
undergraduate student population. Representatives to the Senate
are elected by each dorm and by
commuters and Greeks at large.
Each Senator serves ori one of
the seven councils: Financial
Affairs and Administration,
Academic, Student Services,
Student Activity Fee, Student for
the University, Commuter, and

Residential Life. Much work is
completed within councils, and
then the bills and resolutions are
brought before the full Senate.
The Senate provides programming funds for groups that offer
limited or sporadic student
services and programs during the
year. Free legal service to all fullti me undergraduates is also
provided . .
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-----COOL-AID----COOL-AID
Income

79-SJ
SAF

I,ves':r:ie-;:
Ir:::or:ie

nc.

79-80

80-51

~

Ac:ual

Budae':;

E!l-62
prooosal

31;:30.CJO

1,372.75

285C.'J0

3010. ']Q

+150.00

e1-a 2

~

~

142. 57
73-30

Expe""'se

1200,QO

525.0CJ
100.DO

175.0J

79-30

60-'31

Actual

Bucne:

119.B'J

o:-coosal

135'].0J

1340.'JO

0

77.5 9

100,GCI

10'],0'J

5'],']Q

50,l""J0

22□ .GJ

-40.!J0

1.JJ .'JJ

-120. 'J'J

I

2'].10
10.00
20.00

-clea-,ers

-misc.

so. □□

5. ~efere- ces

1sn.co

71. 1Q

138.00

a□•□□

-so.co

7. Tele:ih::::c:e

575. □ n

517.00

500,01

99).00

+350.']0

8. Trainir.g

sexuality, and drugs.
The center is manned by student_
and community volunteers from 6
to 12 p.m. during the academic
year. The volunteers are trained in
listening skills and attend
workshops which focus . dealing
with problems.

349. 7S

-cop:.2s

Lir.e Item

Cool-Aid is a crisis intervention
hotline and drop-in center. It is
available to both students and
non-students who wish to discuss
problems or need information.
C,o.ol-aid often deals with
problems related to loneliness,
depression, academics, family,

79-80

79-50

~

~

41 □ .oo

54. 70

80-81

81-82

~

Prooosal

Chanqe-

3so.oo

380. □□

-I.D. cards

30.00

-Guest Speake::s

200.00

-Media

150.fJ0

- -·- - - - S T V N - - - ~ - - The Student Television
Network (STVN) provides
interested students with practical
and educational experience with
small format television. STVN
provides free use. of portable video

tape equipment to any SA,F paying
graduate, and offers workshops
throughout the year for students.
STVN also provides entertaining
and educational television
programs, also free.

Li ne Items
SA!'

79-80 Budget

79-80 Actual

$9385. 56

$14.45!,.0Q

$17. 800. 00

$3346. 00

64. 00

S9811.49
391 . 10

$9949.56

$10,702.59

$14,454.00

$17,800.00

$3346. 00

Other
Total

~L_Budget

81-82 Pro2osal

Change

EXPENSES
1.

Books and
Subscript ions

2.

Capital Equip.

80.00
$1609. 58

80.00

$3360. 00

$4640.00

-Panasonic WJ4600 Color Switcher
-Panasonic WV3600 Color Camera
-Sony SLO Portable Color Deck
-Panasonic CT700!1 Portable Color Monitor
-Video Cassette Storage Cabinet
-Electric Typewriter
Total Capital Equipment

3.

2500. 00
:1400. 00
1300.00
500.00 ·
150.00
~
$8000.0(J

$1623.06

Compensation
-General Manager
-Chief Eng.
-Business Mgr.
-Product ion Mgr.
-Programming Dir.
-News Dj_rector
-Publicity Dir.

200 . 00
200 . 00
200 . 00
150 . 00
150 . 00

Total Compensation $900.00
4.

Conference

$110.00

$985.00

$2200.00

$700.00

$300. 00

$300.00

5.

Engineering & Rep. $1000.00

904 .23

$1000.00

$1000.00

Insurance

450.00

450.00

550.00

7 50.00

7.

Production

650. 00

950.00

950. 00

550.00

550. 00

Total Production

79/80 Actual

80/81 Budget

__
10.Q_,_QQ.

$200. 00

$
S640.46

250. 00

81/82 Pro2osal

$

250.00

____!1Q,_QQ

~

950.00

950.00

8.

Programming

$2200-.00

$1899. 14

$3000.00

$2000.00

9.

Publicity

$750.00

749.13

$1600.00

$1600 .00

10.

Special Projects

$100 .00

$100. 00

$100 .00

11.

Supplies
S150.00
4.00.00
30.00
100.00
$680. 00

-Off ice
-Telephone
-Postage
-Printing

t2.

$100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

,

Line Items
79/80 Bud~
(Breakdown - cont'd)
-Reel to Reel
-Materials

'·--

$1500.00

110.00

Breakdown: -Cassettes

1, ,. .

400.00
350.00
350. 00
300.00
300.00
250.00
250. 00

6.

!:?(PENSES (cont'd)

( I,)

300.00
250. 00
250.00
200.00
200.00
150. 00
-11.Q,_QQ

r'J.:a,l_ r'pplie.'i
Travel

$95 .00
300 .00

46.01
290. 90
42. 92

_§.Q.JlQ

~

$150.00
400 . 00
30. 00
100. oo.

S4~5.00

$402. 06

$680. 00

$40 .00

32.85

S40.00

s1~0~.o·o· "

($1000.00)

1

s100.do .
~
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--------T OSNOM ------.. .
The Organization ror the Stuay This is accomplished through
of the Nature ofMan(TOSNOM), lectures, seminars, workshops, and
educates and informs the their library.
TOSNOM deals with areas of
University community or
developments in the field of science no usually covered by the
para psychology, physical ~nd , major departments of the
University.
mental health, and related topics.

Tos::or-1
Income

.~

Line Item

80-81
P.udp:et

SJ-3

Expm1se

3~50,00

Line Item

/

'••

81-82
Jro:12o~rnl

Chancre

9900.00

.. r,550,00

80-81

81-82

~2!

PronocDl

A.dvert:L::iing

700,00

1100.00

':.'elcphono

:,i') 0,00

300,00

100,00

0:fice Sup:91ies

'.::i00.00

500,00

20Q,OO

:Jool::rc; f.,,_ 2ublicati~ms

150,00

450.00

3on.oo

1800,00

6250,00

41;.50.00

o.oo

1300,00

1300,00

Fror,ro;-,in J.n,:i;

l.;o!J pc:11sation

400,00

----·
·-------------------·250,00

l\('', r·r ti ~j W.:.

1Joctc2.. s

Flye::-s
l'.m, ;ie.:,,:.!1E;ire

·150,00

1100.!cs f', PnblicatJons

nookn
}'e:r..i .oJj_cQ:~s

t~D ~~~~~
10 :: ucC:eS

~

1 n rn::~·son;:, ls
Cb1." ·•,_1; i .:·<l t!rlvcr-L.l s i r1g

1;00,(J(.)
'j0 ,0() ·
~:.,,(.l ,0O

~-1-0

·35(',) J ) 1
500. (\.
1;.:SG.O
1000,()

~Cc1c-r)11011':

Ren t
Jnst8ll~1_tj

L~: ~5i::F:-CJ, i

1::c.00

f;o:nr.Jcnsn t1. on

:5n.oo

011

J.1on.r~ ·;):lst~.i-:cc

1
~~ ,· ·L1

r:no:r.--c~.i.r;atoro0

('

9( 1 .()()

.

:JC,(). on
'"jf;O. OU

>:i_j .(J!_,

l-Cf'·i

r•:

:!uppJ :i.cs

liec,:Jc::·wJ.:r·
?. Ch::'.ir,·
Sl1cJf
:_; i::-:.t:i.onccy etc .

1.'00;:

200 .0 0

,\

150.()()

7·, . on
7'i.OU

'.;Do;Fo

- - - - - T H E GRANITE------ --------THE GRANITE
INCOME

ACTUAL

CHANGE

-0-

l,Q_OO

800

650

+1000
-150
-0-

·79-80

79-80

80-81

1-Investment Income
2-Miscellaneous Commission
J-Refund to Expense
4-Reserves
5-Senior Photo Commission
6-Stud~nt Activity Fee
?-Yearbook Sales

1,000
500

4,150
519
3
2,800

Total Income

EXPENSE
BUDGET LINE ITEMS
1-Advertising
2-ASO Handling
J-Capital Equipment
4-Compensation
--Editor in Chief
--Business Manager
--Production Editor
--Photography Editor
-Chief Photographer
--Senior Section Editor '
--Literary Editor
--Assistant Business Manager
-Photography Staff
--Literary Staff
--General Staff
-Associate Editor
5-Conference and Travel
6-Insurance
7-Photo Equipment and Repair
--Replacement
-Repair
8-Printing
9-Supplies
--Office
-Photographic
--Postage*
-Telephone

-o-

2,800
4,200
·45,615
100

PROPOSAL
81-82

BUDGET LINE ITEMS

-o-o-

-o-0-

-o-o-

45,615
52

3,300
55,650
20

3,300
62,769
20

+7119

54,215

53,139

59,770'

67,739

+7969

79-80

ACTUAL
79-80

80-81

PROPOSAL
81-82

CHANGE

800

-325

-0-

500

926
1,002
-02,560
562
400
-0375

200
300

150
300

500
1,o'o s

-o-

4,900
750
400
400

-o-o800

300

1,000.
250

400
232

-o-

-o-o-

15
270
125
275

-o-

1,200
1,015
·600
515
600
500
42,880 28,338
3 ,095-- 2,248
212
200
1,452
1,495
156
900
42g
500

1,125

-o-

--o-

200
5,220 5,220
800
800
400
400
500
400
500
350
-o350
200
200
250
300
120
60
900
900
300
3.00
1,200
1,060
150
-o200
200
232
195
1,000 1,000
700
400
600
300
44,000 50,000
7,993 10,124
230
230
3,000
3,750
4,263
5,544
600
500
-0-

,

The Granite is the University
yearbook, published for all
undergraduate students. The
, Granite provides the student body
a pictoral and literal account of the
year's events and people.

In addition, the organization
provides a learning experience for
students interested in editing,
production, photography, writing,
accounting, management, and
general office work.

-o-

-o-

+200

-0-

-o-o-

-100
-150
+350

-0-

-50
-60

-o-0-

-140
+150

-o-37
-0-

-300
+JOO
+6000
+2131
-0+750
+1281
+100
✓

Total Expenses

54,215

36,364

59,770

67--, 7.39_

+7969

-

-----~ ..... - - -·-----·-- -

-- -· -- -- --- ----~ -- ------ · ---
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-~--STUDENT PRESS---Student Press 81/82 Proposed Budget
The Student Press' is a magazine
publishing organization with the
aim of stimulating free,
intellectual, and creative
expression and inquiry within the
University community.
The Student Press publishes a
variety of magazines, such as
Catalyst, which won the 1980
Columbia ' University Press

Association Contest. Aegis is a
poetry and fiction . journal,
I nnervisions is a new photography
magazine, and Commentary is a
Theatre and Communications
Departmeni journal.
Student Press also offers partial
funding and technical assistance to
a nu m be r of s.p e c i a Ii zed
publications.

79 I 80,

Income
Investment Income
SAT
Total Income

O'

21,223
21,723

79/80
Statement

80/81

81/82

997.96
20,945.60
22,690.76

750
23,150
23,900

750
24,864
25,614

Expense .
AEGIS -2 issues(4000 copies)
Printing
4,000
2,763
Typesetting
1,200
CATALYST - 2 issues(3500 copies)
Printing
6,000
2,246.14
Typesetting
1,500
CATAYST SPECIAL PHOTO - 1 issue(4000 copies)
Printing
Typesetting
COMMENTARY - 1 issue(l500 copies)
Printing
1,000
40.12
Typesetting
500
Compensation
2,565
2,306.66
Equipment ~faint.
32
35
Paid Entries
Postage
100
19.78
Publicity & Advertising
Flyers
. 50
363.81
Advertising
300
SPECIAL PROJECTS - 4 issues
Printing
1,800
(238)
Typesetting
700
Supplies
General Office
300
'522 .13
Graphic/Photo
150
Telephone
500
288.3E,
Travel
100
43. 20,

4,400
1,200
6,600
1,500

1,200
500
2,615
35

5,37!..08
14,648.13

600
-950

4,800
300

--1,800
-1,200

3,000
100

100

3.000

100 _

100
150
600

100
400

2,400
700

3,600
600

300
250
450
100

350
400
475
125

50
150
25
25

379
350

379
350

800

.Maintence
Supplies
21, 723

1,714
1,714

1,300
150
2,750
35
1,000
150

VDT

PYR's
Total' Expence

5,000
250

Change

23,900

-350
135
200
50
-50

-200
1,200
-100

25,614

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE--------THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
1981-82 BUOOET
INCOME Line Items
Classified Ads
Investment
Loan (WUNH)
Regular Ads
Reserves

SAF
Subscriptions
TOTAL INCOME

79-80 :eud~et

79-80 Actual

80-81 Budget

$1,700
2,000
-037,ZOO
5,044
2'>,280
11200
$72,724

$2,439.10
3,564.16

$2,080
1,700
-040S60
~,001
25,425
1 800
$76!565

$2,080
3,500
2.036
.,.
46,200
5,000
24,750

$ 1,860

$ 1,860

165
--0-0-

- -0-

-o-

42,20T~83
3,310.86'
25,164.55
'83$.00
$77,521.50

81-82 Pro~osalil-¼

Boo

$84,366

Change
-0+1,800
+2,036
+2,000
1
674
-1~000
7

-

EXPENSES

Ad Commission
$ 1,860
Advertising
165
Advertising Exp.
-0ASO ·
1,314
Capittl Equipment
-o1,ooo
Cartoons
Compensation:
Editor-jn-Chief
900
Managing Editor(2) 850
News Rdi+.or(2)
1,250
500
Features Editor
Photo Editor(2)
450
650
Sports Editor
650
BusinP.ss Manager
Production Manager soo
100
Accounts Manager
Copy Editor
400
Circulation Manager 300
Asst. Business Mgr. -0Editorial Asst.
-0Billing Secretary -02,500
Reporters
800
Photographers
2,780
Copyreaders
Equip. Repair&Ma~nt. 2,800
1,265
Mailing & Circ.
Petty Cash
500·
Photo Supplies
5,200
EXPENSE '}TTB'T'OTH $26, 7%

~ (Cont'd)
- - - Line Items

79-80 Budget

TRTOTAL CARRIED FWD.

$26,734
3?,000
2,5~5
1,000
1,725
3,000
2,580
3,000

Printing
Productions
Secretary

$upplies
Telephone
Travel

Typists
WUNH Loan
TOTAL EXPENSF.S

·-o-

$72,624

$1,379.09
165.00
(12,213.59)
1,492.55

-o-

894,70

900.00
850.00
1,250.00
500.00
450.00
650.00
650.00
500.00
100.00
400.00
300.00
-0-0-02,soo.00
784.62
2,698.13
2,795.35
1,211.02
. 500.00
Ii, 125.06
$12,941.93

-0-

1,ooo
1,000

-01,000
1,000

900
850
1,250
500
450
650
750
-o-

1,000
1,250
1,250
500
800
650
750

400
300
350
400
600
3,000
1,000
2,062
2,.300
1,765
-05,470

-0400
300
175
400
600
3,000
1,000
2,496
3,160
1~900
-05,470

~

~

-o-

-0-

-0- 165

-o-

-0-0-0-

100
+ 400
-0-

+

-0+

350
-0-

-o-

-o-0-

·-o-o-

- 175
-0-0-0-0+ 434
+ 860
+ 135
-0-0-

+l,td6

80-81 Budget

81-82 Proposal

Change

$12,941.93

$27,012

$28,961

+ 513

.31,270.75
. 2,549.93
999.39
2,662.22
2,BAo.86
3,066.55
3,045.35
2.000.00
$61,396.96

37,500
2,200

37,600
4,212
-03,225
3,000
3,000
4,368
-0$84,366

+ 100
+2,012
-0+1,500

79-80 Actual

-0-

1,725
.3,000
2,580
2,640
-0$76,667

-0-

+ 420
+1, 728
-0-

+7,699·

The New Hampshire is the
undergraduate newspaper at the
University of New Hampshire, and
provides the community with

news, opm,on, and advertising,
and members of the student body
with experience in journalism.
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· ---------------- sc·oPE-The Student Committee on
Popular Entertainment (Scope)
provides popular entertainment,
and ethnic, cultural , and
traditional music, with the focus

SCOPE
Proeosed 1981-82 Budget
1979-80
actual

1979-80
budget

Budget Item

1980-81
budget

eroEosed

$36,140.00

$:1 7 ,64000

1981-82

Change

on enhancing the social and
educational experiences to
members of the University
community.

INCOME
$21, 696.00

$21,696.00

SAF

EXPENSES
Publications
Capi~ol Equipment

175.00

175.00

500.00

fi00 . 00

190.00
3,000.00

190.00
3,810.00

200 . 00

200.00

200.00

350 . 00

500 . 00
400 . 00
400.00
250.00
350.00
350 . 00
350 . 00

500.00
400.00
400 . 00
250.00
350 . 00
350 . 00
350.00

600.00
500 . 00
500.00
350.00
350 . 00
450.00
350.00

600.00
500 . 00
500.00
350.00
400.00
,: 50 , 00
350 . 00

13,000.00
600.00

13,000.00
600 . 00

25,000.00
1,000.00

2 11, 000.00
1,000.00

Communication

~ 1,500.00

+ ,:·

nc
810. 00

+

150.00

Compensation
President
Se lection/Contracts
Business Manager
Hospital~ty/Office mngr.
Pub 1 ici t y /~larke t i ng
Production
Se curity

+

nc
nc
nc
nc
50 . 00
nc
RC

Cor:icerts
Artist
Royalties

.

RC ·

nc
300.00

Conference

850.00

850.00

1, 200 . 00

1,500.00

Office Supplies

375. 00

3 75 .00

4l£.,;. 00

450.00

nc

1,500.00

1,500 . 00

2~00

2 ,0. 00 .00

nc

Telephone
Repair,replace and
Maintenance
TOTAL

----

I

$21,696 . 00

-

$21,696.00 ·

----$36,140.00

400.00

-+

$37 ,610 -00

400.00
~L.'500.(0

- - - - - -..W U N H - - - - - HUNH-FM E8l1H LT:..:; J ..:J ,. Pd~,~-.::;;:;;

WUNH, at 91.3 FM, is the
University radio station. It
provides timely information and
news, and ·strives for professional
broadcasting of various music

programs. including progressive
· rock, jazz, classical, and reggae.
Students may come in contact with
mass communication by work
experience at the station .

79-81
BUDGET
(adJusted)
ASO Handling
$ 540.00
Fu.siness Supplies 650.00
Japit~l Equipment 8320055
400.00
Jonventions
3ngineering
4045.00
922.00
:nsurance
n.oJ
::.,oan
:Tusic
700.00 .
o.oo
:Tusic Fees
2150.00
]ew.s
782.00
?osi;age
1300.00
?ower
300.00
::reduction
?rof es s ional
3900.no
En~"-ne?ring
835.00
Pro ,:-:·cun.minr;
100 . 00
Yt::, _: ...:..C Affairs
956.00
.?u1'1i ci t:v
5050.00
Sa:'i. aries
1117.00
2,ec::: etarial
60.00
;31,,~w Removal
2769 . 62
s :'or-t s
355 .00
Sub s cri ptions
1640.00
Su::.Te;v ,:
3231 .. 00
Te lephone
Te·_ecommunications
o.oo
J pgrnd ing
125.00
T..t·av e:i.
n:R Su en t

BUDGE'r ITEM

FOR 1981-82
80-81
BUDGET

79-80

ACTUAL
:3 612.67

$

o.oc

$

n.00
+235.00

900. ')()
'?9'?1.00
560.00
4450.00
1050.00
2036.70
700.00
270.00
3020.00
1173.oc
2000000
300.00

796.50
1236.54
17.38
895.40
4175.00
1115020
0.00
2611.37
1970 89
3744.45
4117.11-4

3600.00
900.00
100.op
1400 .. 00
6350.00
2000.00
60.00
3170.00
577.00
o .. oo
3993.00

0 . 00
128.4-1
8762 . 56

OoOO
250 .00

$46 , 288 .00

l 46 ,B31.70

$61 , 880., 00 $1 r::; ,049.30

PROJ ECTED I NCOME
80-81
79- 80
BUDGET
AC TUAL
,; 33 , 516 . no ..;27 , 516 . 83 '.$ 42 , 83 1. 00
o.no
38 . 29
1 , 962 , 5~
o. oo
47 . 14
900 . 00
o . oo
? ,000 . 00
2 , 00D . 00

81-82
CHANGE
PROPO SAL
851,880 . 00 ,~~-7/' 'i 0 . J~ '.
o . oo
0 . 00
0 . 00
o . oo
' o . oo

79- 80
BUDGET

S. A. F.
F . Y.R.
Investment
Loans
Underwr i t i ng
1 , 879 . 62
Grants
o. no
B. S. U.
0 . 00 ,
Refund to Expense
Inc ome

1.1".'0
1-,-:55.00
11115.0•
560.0()
4778 .. 00
1120.0()
0.00
1000.00
270000
'-l-798000
941000
1900000
363.00

.$

CHANGE

545.78
6195.11
400.••
4504075
900.0(')
o.oo
763.4tt
o.oo
2145.00
98"1 .02
1234-32
208.48

~ut::il Expenses $40 , 256 . 82

rri_,tn.l

81-82
PROPOSAL

2 , 681.02
363.17
__34_.6_6

4 , 006. 00
OJ)O

.o_._on

3144.01

OoOO
328.00
70.00
(2036-70)

300.ob

OoOO
1778.00
( 232.00)
(100000)
63.00

452.00
0 . 00
3864'. oo

2380000
414.00
o.oo
(285.00)
1000.00
1905.00
' o.oo
140.00
( 125.00)
o.oo
(129 .. 00)

6000000
4~0 . 00

6000000
200 .00

5980000
1314.00
100.00
1115.00
7350.00
3905.00
60.00
3.310-oD

10 , 000 . 00
OaOO
OaOO

6 , 000 .0()

o.on

0 . 09

* ,\

~

,

... ,

1_11

.. '

1 ... '

i'
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SCOPE

. Doctor Ed.w ardGodnig and
Doctor Karl Erdmann, optometrists

continued from page three

.

proudly announce the addition of

SCOPE. I supported that budget .
a full-service optical dispensary
before these tickets came into
to their Durham Optometric Center
play."
_
at 4 Newmarket Road (across
Coates and Godfrey's
from the Durham Town Hall).
complimentary tickets were the
Phone 868-5737
only ones in the front row, Puglisi
said. The rest were in the balcony
OPTOMETRIC SERVICES
OPTICAL SERVICES
or several rows back.
STILL INCLUDE:
Puglisi said he gave them the
NOW AVAILABLE INCLUDE:
tickets because he felt bad that he
soft and hard contact lens fitting
~omplete frame repairs
had turn.!d down a request by them
routine vision examinations
large frame selection
periatric vision examinations
to hold some tickets for the Bonnie
quality lens fabrication
·vifilOO _training, visual hygien_e
frame adjustments
Raitt concert.
suggestio_ns_~evdopmental vision
'. contact lens supplies
.. After I first said no ( on the
diagnosis and treatment low vis.ion a1cts-·
Bonnie Raitt tickets) I thought it
, was like biting the hand that feeds
you," he said. "They put in a lot of
10% Student & Senior Cit. Dis~ount
' hours."
hours Monday through Thursday 10-5 . Evening hours by appointment.
"They're
who
work
pretty just
hardtwo
and people
I thought
it -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
would be a nice gesture on our . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
part," Puglisi said.
Puglisi said it's possible a
conflict of interest could be
perceived but he said all the
student organizations in the MUB
are tied together in some way and
have some say in what the others
do.
Godfrey said she looked at the
tickets "on a personal level rather
than on a business level."
Coates said, '' All I know is I got
ALL REMAINING - WINTER MERCHANDISE
two free tickets from Jim Puglisi; I
didn't know they were coming; and
REDUCED .20-60%
1-accepted them with no political
thoughts in mind ."
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS up to 50% off

~~

~~

Short storu contest!!
S_
u bmit your ·story to the
-1981
typewrit,-,te n . pages prefe·rably
cente·red around UNH.
DEADLINE: MARCH 6, :µ)81

Granll84-8

, Any questions ask for La;,/rie in
Rm. 125 in the MlJB.

WINTER
CLEARANCE
·SALE

,Our

")-

Regular. $ { 60

"ICE CREAM

-··

Follow UNH,

CASH PRIZE

--

-SUNDAE
$1.25 -. -

Choose Your Favorite Flavor and Toppings ·

_PARKAS & VESTS up to 55% off

Sports in The
New Hampshire

lllildtrnt55 Crqi/S

Pettee Brook Lane
Durham. New Hampshire 03824

Hours: M-S, 9-5:30

. Student Activities needs a:

LIVE in the MUB PUB
one night only!

MUB PUB INTERN '81-82

THE RINGS!Boston's hot new rock group

Responsibilities . .
Chairperson, Pub Board of Directors
Staffperson of the Department of Student
Activities
Primary responsibility to direct, facilitate, and
coordinate functions of the Mub Pub and to
communicate activities and concerns of the
Pub to all appropriate parties.

ROLLING STONE calls them the

"Next Big Bandfrom Boston"

Candidates should be full-time
undergraduate with some experience in
programming, demonstrated leadership, and
communication skills, and committed to
student involvement.
Letter of Application, Resume, and the riames
of two on~campus references must be received
1n Rm 126 MUB by Friday, March 13, 1981.

-Don't miss themFriday March 6
Students in Advance: $3.00
Non Students & at Door: $4.50 ·
Proof of Age Required

-
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disabled person who is not familiar would depend on the court's
with the campus and who cannot _ interpretation of Reasonable
hire attendants, cannot attend Accomodation. She said that if
continued from page three
these events. Is UNH still there were a handicapped person
in the Supreme Court it might be
complying, Siedel was asked .
building of every institution must
Yes, she answered. She said that easier to speculate on the outcome.
be accessible.
this person would have to call her
"UNH is a very old campus,"she
office to make arrangements
explained. ..Very few new
before coming to the university.
buildings are being constructed.
She would then dispatch someone
Some of the buildings on this
continued from page two
to help him when he arrived at
campus are 100 years old."
UNH.
Siedel said that people who include a corridor: offices, toilets
She said that UNH cannot
aren't familiar with the and fountains for the handicapafford to make the modifications
Rehabilitation Act interpret it as a ped, and a room with a giassnecessary to make these buildings
clear cut mandate. It is not a clear enclosure and a new elevator.
accessible.
cut mandate, she said. Legallv. it is
"Although the renovations are
Instead UNH has a Program
the cheapest, it really wouldn't do
Access Plan. In it disabled students - open ~o interpretat_ion throug_!l a
clause called Reasonable the · job. This addition would
are · given priority scheduling.
Accomodation.
improve the building tremendousTheir preregistration forms are
An institution is bound to do ly. The new corridor would
·processed before those of the rest
only as much as it can afford, improve patient flow, and the
of the student body to ensure that
Siedel said. Her deeartment at business offices would be tucked
they will get the classes they need.
UNH is working with a limited away in the back whereas they're
Class rooms are changed to
budget. Only so much can be done now scattered," said Todd.
buildings that are more accessible
she said.
"But when you compare the cost
if necessary.
Ken Sweet disagrees. "When of a new facility to the addition it's
Another aspect of the Program
·toss up;;, said Todd.
Access Plan provides interpreters you start allowing handicapped
1 otal renovat10n costs would be
for deaf students, note takers for students to come here (to UNH),
and you say 'OK we're accessible', approximately $1,380,000 while
blind students, and other services
such as laborator assistants for and when you start advertising renovation / addition or new
students who cannot use their _that you 're accessible, there's going building costs could range from
to be a student who comes here and $1.600 ~000 to $2,000,000. The
hands.
says 'wait a minute, they're not funds would be received through
Paraplegic students hire
attendants to help them get accessible, I can't get into the the state.
Possible locations for a new
around. The attendants are not MUB."'
Sweet sees a lawsuit in the
~edical facility are in the vicinity
·paid by UNH. They are paid by the
students who receive assistance future. Someone is gong to ot McConnell Hall, the President's
from social welfare programs. challenge UN H's claim of House.or an addition to
Kingsbury Hall and would be
compliance with the RehabilitaWith these attendants virtually
about the same size as Hood
everything is accessible to · tion Act.
"It's gomg to happen and I don't House, Todd said.
handicapped students according to
A new building would take one
want to see it. I'm a UNH
S~dcl.
year
to build and have a 100 year
supporter
and
I
think
they
realize
The Rehabilitation Act does not
apply only to students. Public that they have to comply. I think life expectancy.
their heart's in the right place, but
Hood ·House would then . be
Insitutions must be a<;cessible to
I'm not sure their head is."
converted to an academic or
anyone who wants to use them:
Siedel did not rule out the administrative building but
Students with attendants and a
familiarity, of the campus may be possibility of a suit. She said that renovations would still be
able to go to any event, but the the outcome of any legal action necessary.

Compliance

Hood House
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Confederate
Flags
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Remember the South with a beautiful 3 Ft x 5 Ft
Confederate Battle Flag Only $18.95 postage paid
100% Heavy Duty Cotton Batting
Weather Proof
Washable
Allow 2-4 weeks delivery. Please send $18.95 check
or money order to: Pippins Antiques 517 Worcester Rd.
Rt 9 Natick, Massachusetts 01760
This f~ag is of· the hig~est quality cot ten bunting and is not manufactured with any synthetic
matena/s or mexpenszve cotton sheeting.
Order Now - Order Later - This offer does not expire

Respect

To convert ·H ood House into an
adminstrative building could be
easily done according to Todd
because "it's just a bunch of rooms
continued from page two
now.·•
The request. for a new building
That was the last he heard from
would have to go through several the king of one liners until late
University and University Systems January when Dangerfield's
committees before the Board of manager called. _
Trustees could vote to ask for a
In Las Vegas, Fallisi received
new structure.
free lodging at Caesar's Palace, all
The final decision on whether to -expenses paid.
start a new building request
"Ralph Edward's production
through the committee process (This is Your Life) also gave me
would be University President $65 for cab fare, but all I needed
Handler.
was $5," said the Hunter Hall
Dr. Patterson said he would not resident. "I won $55 gambling."
object to relocating as long as it is
,While in Las Vegas, Fallisi was
sti.ll in the main area of student given a schedule of places to avoid
flow.
so he . wouldn't run into
=-1-; - d~-pend;· -- ~pon - ~h~~----;h~ - Dangerfield and ruin the surprise.
renovations are compared to a new
A~ _the rehearsal for the _show,
b ·1 f
If th
b 'Id
d Falhs1 had the opportunity to
b~:1~:~t didn't erut ~~rne~s git a shar~ wine and hors d'oeuvres with
quality 1' think a medical facility is David Fro~t and show announcer
going to require then I'd just as Robert Klu~e, but settled for a
soon move.,.
Coke and Ritz crackers.
. .
"Costs of construction might
_Of the Feb~uary 7 show, Falhs1
force us into a less than adequate said th e "audience was good ev~n
facility."
though w~ w~?t on stage at 2:30 m
"If h
b
·1d
f
the
mornmg.
t ey try to m a sort o
"N
1 ft "h
·d "B h' d
1 0
assembly line clinic with cubicals
one e , e sai · . e m
for offices then I'd ob ·ect. A stag~ I was nervous and. kicked a
medical facility should co~vey an podmm: Papers wei:it flymg._It's ~
image of health not a place for good thmg _I memonzed my Imes.
onlysickpeop!e'rogo.lfthiswas
En th ~Sias~ for. Rodi:iey
to happen it would be a tragedy,, Dan_g~_rf1eld hasn t waned smce
"We want to show students ho~ Falhs1 s return to UNH.
to stay healthy get the healthy
The Hunter _Hall fan club has
ones to learn al~ernate modes of made Dangerfield an honorary
care and emphasize very strong member of th e dorm and the
self-health education••
·
s~cond floor has been i:iamed after
·
- him. Hunter Hall resident Steve
··_For this we need to be in the Brown is also painting a life-size
main area of student flow, not mural of the nervous comic on a
stuck out in the perimeter. It is not dorm wall.
~ natural inclinat_ion for~ student
These acknowledgements go
Just to . drop _m. W.e re now well with the autographed photo
appropriately suited _betwe~!1 the Dangerfield had earlier sent to the
MU B-PU B and the hbrary.
club. "To Paul and all the guys at
UNH. Thanks for some respect."

YOUNG'S
This week's
Special:

Cheese Omlette, Toast, Tea
or Coffee (1 cup)

$1.44-

Special served 6:00 AM - 11:30 AM
Main St., Durham
Daily Hours 6
7 pm

am-

~~---~MALLGROUPCH ARTERS-----(Up to 11 or 15 Passengers)
YORK COUNTY
(Wells-Sanford South)

ONE WAY

ROUNDTRIP

$130.00

$255.00

SEACOAST, N.H.
(Rochester, N.H. South)'

ONE WAY

ROUNDTRIP

$~20.00

$235.00

-• In York Coun~ cost per passenger roundtrip to Logan Air. port as low as $18.00.
• In Seacoast, New Hampshlre..z. cost per passenger roundtrip
to Logan A,rport as low as $11».66.
·
• To reserve your group call or write your travel agent or:

C&J AIRPORT LIMOUSINE .SERVICE
P. 0. BOX 190
DOV-ER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 0382.0
TEL: (603) 692-5111 · LOCALLY
1-800-258-7111 • TOLL FREE IN N.E. & N.Y.
1-800-582-7191 • TOLL FREE IN NEW HAMPSHI.RE

NICK'S
Drink s ·pecials for Ladies
~all evening"
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·. Alpha Gamma Rh6 invites all ladies to a

Congratulations
the DZ raffle
Colleen O'Brien,winners
Mike to
warshaver
andLADIES TEA on Saturday March 7th, 8 :00 'Leanne Jackson. The sisters ~ 3
PM to whenever. Refreshments and.....aa=a.;..;.;......;;_,;.,;c~;.;....---------~Dancing .3 / 6
·yo· date, buddy: Damn & mighty ugfy, I'm
BERMUDA-SPRING BREAK-Wednes sorry, dinner napkins, all ov~r me? Yo u?
• the last day to ge_
· bearing
Curbs much,
eyes,
shaving
po 1to)
ar
day 3/ 4 Is
t round -trip
lost brown
key the
male
ego &legs,
(trying

SINATRA- The Frank Sinatra mystique
comes to life this Sunday night at the first
ever MUB PUB Club Frank Sinatra night.
Dress is formal-dresses. suitcoats, ties.
Prizes for best dressed. Sun. night -MUB
PUB Club-Sinatra night!

Housemate needed in madbury. Gard~-; - TYPING - Retired secretary. Experienced
· space, pets, woodheat, own room, lo\s.of
in all types of term papers. Proficient in
· Cin, Do, Judy, Jo, and Rob - What a fun
sunshine I- Secluded, yet 4 mi~!if to
spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc.tariarnfsaproert.at1·8on d aaylls talxoedsg ianngd, htoatxe1I start th~ car, road trip chauffer's hat - need I . time I had at Horsefeathers! Thanks for
Durham. $170.00monthlypluselectricity
Reasonable rate.s. Prompt service .
_.
.
.
.
say , More? Thanks so much for an
sharing my day with me! Love, Deb
& gas. Wendy: 659-2664 or) Jay 749. Located walking distance to UNH . Call
gratuItIes inc_luded . free booze cruise, 3 AWESOME weekendlf Love, MLE P.S. I'm
_ _ _ Hey.who has : workless summers and a
_9687 .3/6 .
Ar,it-a, 1368-7078. 20 Park Court, D_urhafl)
b_
e ach parties (lunches included), __ 11
(l•'~-my turn. ,·sn
· 't it).
313
~§
· ·
·
. _ discounts at bars etc ... AII this for only -i.._.y.$0f.ry .-..
•
large inheritance, sleeping partners of
For Rent : Furnished room--private
$299. Call Patti or Barb 868 -9828 or 2- lPV - Ok, now you've got 2 on me! But-that's
both sexes. no neck . chapped lips,
·Responsible UNH junior desires a
kitchen, laundry. Non-smoking males. 10
permaheels,
the longest list we 've ever
1663.
it
for
the
semester.
"I
just
can't
wait"
for
your
'housesitting position in the Durham area,
min. from UNH . $120.00/month _ 664;tor part or all of the summer of '81 . I am
To my roommates who made my candle · turn . Thanks for being such a good little seen, an X on her forehead , personal
2476.3/3
nurse, but next time could you have my problems and a hearing impairment?
wiJling to care for pets, plants, supervise
flame burn brighter on my birthday - laundry ready a little faster. Luv ya - CAP 3/3 Who : owns no pajamas and sleeps in a
Roomate Hassles? Room for rent, quiet
older children in exchange for
Thanks so much for such a great dayleather jacket. rollerskates, drinks alone
home, walking distance to campus. No
inexpensive room. References will be
from crullars with candles in it, to my STUDENT TALENT SHOW - Strafford Room
at NICK's, wants to be a rock & roll star,
smoking, No pets, No parking, $125.00
supplied by request. Please call Lili at'
present. to my fruit basket! I really Mar&:h 6 7 :30 p.m. Talent Show. Comewtch
month or $35.00/week. Call Tom or Betsi
868-9726 or 2-1670. Thank you_._~,IJ 3 , .
couldn 't have had a happier day nor could a friend or have a friend watch you . Strut walks that path alone. throws drinks, falls
- -----:-868-7~~.i,_ 3/3
your stuff. There are a few more places down, and throws up? Who is: too lazy ·
I have better roommates!!! !Love, Deb
to ... , an "experienced" lifeguatd, the
Typing
done·in
·my
horne;1
BM-Selectric
·t:ooking for Mature, healthy, active
Karen , HaRPY 20th birthday!! Well kid, available for acting of music. Win music originator of the Lard-Ass jean line?
male/female student to share farmhouse
ou're
finally
legal
{again)
.
Here·s
to
many
Prizes.
$50,
$30,
or
$15.
Acting
prizes
the
Y
Who 's: been used and abused by men to
in Kingston, N.H. 45 minutes from UNH .
same. Audience well. Applications
Yard, barn, pets, woodheat . $125'/month.
m<?r~_good times! Love, JS
available on balcony - MUB Info. 862-1162. numerous to mention? Who's : mother
has a house. father has a house. sister
Please call Brenda 642-8064. Also Box
To the folks of 142 : You all are the best, Vonny 3/3
has a house and when she goes home she
stall for rent. $100/Month, Feeding and
especially when it comes to B-days. From Ride neeJed to Logan Airport on Fri. March doesn't know where she's going? Ask
_cleaning included. 3/3
shortsheeting beds, X-rated notebooks,
D b B' ·
Donuts, Weeks 's, strawberry daiquiris, 13th . Will share expenses_ Call e
irnie - Senator Bowe - " Sure I'll ride around for a
Whats so good about beer in cai:is?
Three Large rooms for rent, in large . Recycling the cansll To start can recycling
while ." Ed -- - i f one does the other has
gym suit to kidnapping , You all deserve an 862- 1837. Leave message. Thanks. 3/10
house, shared kitchen and bath, female
to ." Bloto-"I slept with you(!) last night?"
in your dorm call Tom at 2-1664 (rm 216)
A for performance (great liars). effort &
Donna Lee- Happy Birthday! Love all,yays,
preferred, $195/month, on Kari-van
Terro-"Where are those BT's?" L.A. -"I
surprises . Muchas gracias. Love ya all ,
or Rose 2-1677 (rm 326) or come to
Louise & Mary
route · Dover - call 742-6126 evenings.
sleep
on. top of her." DFox- " F-- - You! "
students for Recycling meeting Tuesday
the C?Ld lady at 22 .
TO THE UNH MEN ' S AND WOMEN'S
3/ 3
RUDE CITY! She 's 20!
Nights 8 pm, Ham. Smith, rm . 218.3/6
Important meeting for all AED members next SWIM TEAMS: A toast to all the practices,
Tuesday, March 10 at 12:45. See Friday's allthemeetsandalltheparties. TheBEST Dearest 8 ., Here is your very first birthday
personal. Surprise! Now that you are a
Personals for place.
four years of my life, because you 've all
ski trip Jay Peak Vermont March 7,8,9.
B.M .0 .C., don't ever forget all the good
.,;T:...:o:..:..::t..:;he.:..;::,L:.:a:...:m~p_s..::h:...:a;..d:.;e_C_lu_b_:_W-:h_e_n_w_a_s_o_p_e_n_been the BEST of friends-Steve F.
$49.00 covers all expenses. , contact
times we've shared --those Nantucket
Amelia at 2-1517 or Steve at 2-1587.
rush? How many pledges? Who were the Sue & Lefty - Thanks so much for my · ·summers, Pansy's on the 4th, sunburns,
· refounding fathers? 'What was the birthdaydrinks-Onemorethoughandyou
Denny 's, proms. the Mafiamobile, and the
For Sale: Portable manual typewriter.
refounding date? Oops ... too bad .. .another would've probably had to have carried my Depot (you know why I like it there) just to
Practically new. $50. 749-2841 3/3
Orlando Florida! I need a ride down for
one
bites
the
dust.
Oh
...
and
Lois,
put
the
home.
I'm
so
glad
I
ran
into
you
all-a
good
name a few. Preps forever! you ·ve been a
spring break to my job at Disney World.
balloons & party hats on Pike's bill. And time to end a good day!! Take care. Birn ' good friend--let's keep it that way. hope
For Sale 500/4 discount co·upon from NY to . Share expenses & free book of tickets for
remember - A pretty girl is like a P.S. Lefty- I owe YOU a birthday drink!!
California. Good until end of June. $30.
Thursday
is a wild day for you . Happy
~·.,;,3_/_1_3_ _ _ __
Disney. Bret 2-1~18
· 749-2841. 3/3
.
...,:_:m~
. e::lod:=!y~..:.:.:·L::o::.:v~e:.:..,,.::th.:.:e::...::D=Z..::d:.:a:.:;;te:.:s;.;....:3;.;./..:3~~--:-:--:-The FRANKLIN BALLROOM is at it again! . 19th. I love you . Suz
20% off anything in the current
1
Well, crunchy ... here's your personal, finally? Movie nights continue Sunday thru ' ATTENTION LADIES--:-Ladies Tea at Alpha For SAie: Women's Lady Elite Nordica Ski
International Mountain Equipment
Gamma Rho Satl'.lrday, March 7th
I won't embarrass you by writing mushy Wednesday . Two showings each evening :
Boots, size 8, blue, used 2xl Like new.
catalog is available to any member of the .
7:30 & 9 :30, With this ad. only $1.00 begir\nirg at 8 : 00 PM . Music,
-stuff ... 1'11 save it for later. Love, Holly
$35.00. Call Karen 2-2170 (~E:i8-9857).
New Hampshire Outing Club. Stop by the
...:::.D~a:.:w.:.;n;,;,,:.:_P.;.:,e
....
rr:.:y:...:-..:;H
....
o--w_;;_d_id:...:y-o_u_e_v_e_r_g;..e_ts_t_u_ck:-w-:i-.th-admission
takes
you
to
the
FRANKLIN
to
Refreshm 3nts and Dancing . Be there or
313,
NHOC offic (rm. 129 MUB) between/
such a wild little sister? Fate, I guess! You are see a great movie . Watch the marquee or 'be square: . Aloha . 3/ 6
March 2-11 for order forms & details.
SURGEONS' HOSPITAL SCRUB -SUIT
16 4
·, . -the Best - I love you lots I Love, Deb. 3/3 r"':'r.a_1_1_s_6_8_-5__
_ _-_o_p_e_nt_o_
. a_ll_a_g_e_s_.~iiii•===-1ii-; -----""""'.'------,
TOPS . Authentic new green reversible • Questions? Call 862-2145. 3/ 10
wash-dry cotton polyester. Specify small,
L-squared- - -Good· luck and break a leg-New Hampshire to California on $207
medium or large. Send address, $9.95 · Hitchhiking makes it real! $4 to S.
better make that two, they're small-I 3/3
·(includes postage and handling) to:
Pickens, P.O. Box 84, Harrisburg, Pa .
BODO-Happy Birthdayll And congratMedical HomeCare Services. P.O. Box
17108, buys 35,000 miles experience.
ulations tool! What do you say we go out to
5204, Manchester, N.H. 03108. Allow 3Moneyback guarantee.3/10
the Mai Kai for happy hour soon and
6 weeks delivery ti_me. 3/10
celebrate?
Have a great day! Love, Big Mac
Bee El- Looks like we both made it . Get
11111
Want a dog? Two puppies need good
3/..:.3_ _ _ _ _ __ _______
supa-psyched for Florida and pledging
homes. ½ German Shepard and ½ Border
Jeff; Hey, you wanna come to my room
together . Love, your El Bee
'Collie . One, brown shepard -like male and
and listen to Cheap Trick? I've heard that
one . white with spots collie-like female. 1 EROTIC EXERCISE GROUP meets again
line before .. .These have been the best 2 ·
Can call Newmarket 659-5566 (8 amthis semester! Classes will be Mon . &
years of my life, Thank -You for sharing
4 :30pm)
·
Wed .. 3 to 5 A .M. in the wrestling room .
them with me. H.A. Love, Sharon .
Reg . fee $15 .00 for 10 wks . Guaranteed
Hammond Organ . Sho~room condition .
Meredith-Thanks for my personals and
foreign film placement. Class soundtrack
Built -in Leslie Speaker, keyed rhythm
shiving a git!!!Love, Farley
alsci available on 8-track and cassette
section. two keyboards .' Moving -must
tapes . Come on Come all. Stretch out
YOU 20 year olds and older . The
sell. $900 or 8 .0 . 868 -7305.
those bones! Any questions call Cindy at
FRANKLIN BALLROOM offers the best
DEADLY FA THOMS
THE N~W CENTURIONS
868 -5102 .
For sale. Pantex 35mm camera and 95 entertainment every Thursday, Friday, &
210 zoom lens $300 or best offer. Call
The frantic, desperate world of the bigA documentary about an
FRANK SINATRA -The MUB PUB Club is
Saturday with new wave and rock music.
742 -9461 between 5 and 10 p.m . Ask for
honori ng Frankie this Sunday night at the
For an evening · of fun on campus, go
international crew of diver- city cop is brillantly captured in this
Brad.
first ever Frank Sinatra night . Formal
searing film based on policeman Joseph
where the action is: the FRANKLIN
photographers who challenge Wambaugh's finest novel.
dress is requested for the occasion.
BALLROOM _of course!
.
Fooseball table for sale -used, good
Suitcoat & ties for guys, dresses for
condition . Asking $45 . Call 868-9897 or
man eating sharks and deadly
The story centers around two cops : the
Did ·you know that there was a Senior
ladies . Best dressed prizes . Its Frank
2- 1739. Ask for l\,llitch .
coral to film the atomic veteran, Kilvisky {George C. Scott),
Week Comm ittee that has been planning
Sinatra night!
Guild Guitar. Dreadnaught body,
activities for the graduating seniors
terrified as he contemplates the
graveyard of ships.
GAY COFFEEHOUSE .. .We are having an
Rosewood back and sides, Natural top,
during the last week here at UNH!!??
emptiness or retirement; Fehler (Stacy
informal
coffeehouse
open
to
all
men
and
Good sound. good condition . $500.00.
Support this group by buying a chance at a
· Keach), who thrives on the danger and
women.
gay
and
straight
.
It's
a
chance
to
raffle - it's only 50C and besides its for a
Sue 868-2804.
death that is his daily routine - and whose
meet and talk with others, play games or
great cause!! And there are lots of nice
job comes before everything - including
listen to music in a relaxed environment.
prizes -if you are lucky you may win the 5
Bring guitars, backgammon. munchies.or
his wife.
Autos for Sale
free lessons and 5 free days of skiing at
soft drinks if you like, and Just feel
The New Centurions is a movie that
WATERVILLE!! 3/ 10
comfortable being yourself . Drop in for a
reaches beyond the usual police
few minutes or a few hours. THIS FRIDAY
For Sale: 1968 Dodge Dart. No rust. Runs
drama ... a film that brings new meaning to
March 6th, 8 :00-10 :00 p.m . Philip Hale
well. 76,000 miles. Must sell . .~Z.5.0. Call
the word "cop".
Room , Paul Creative Arts Center .

•~pew,;•:::•7()4 •✓~I

(il _

•••

Tues. Mar. 3rd.
9:00 pm. MUB CAFE
(93 min's)

Wed. Mar. 4th
9:00 pm. Strafford Room
(109 min's)

4

STUDENT

749-3085. 3/3

·-

1975 Duster. 20-25 mpg. 76,000 miles.
Comes with Pioneer-Sanyo Stereo. Very
reasonable . Must sell . 749-4871 before
10:30 a.m .; after 5 p.m . 3 / 6

The

Sponsored by· Campus Gay Awareness .
3/ 6

New Hampshire

TELEVISION
NETWORK

A half-hour STVN News Show
will also be shown

1972 Ford, G;an Torino, 45,400-rllileS 8 -;
cylanders, air conditioning, new battery
,rnd 2 new tires . $600. 868 -1662 ask for
3arty. 3/ 3
1975 - CB360T Honda - very good
condition . New tires, mufflers and tune
up. Has luggage rack & sissy bar.
Averages 57-65 mpg . Asking $850 or
8 .0 . Call Jott at 659-3524 after 6 p.m .
3/ 3

CATNIP PUB

Piercing your
ears isn't what
it used to be.

1971 BMW 20oz ENGINE REBUILT,
NEW KGB shocks, Brakes. Battery S 1,00
0r

a_o__ £AJ.1.6..5..9.2Q9 8 3 /_6

Help Wanted

1(111

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer / year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia. All fields.
$500- $1200 monthly . Sightseeing . Free
info. Write IJC Box 52-NH1 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625 31 3
MEN!--WOMEN!! JOBS ON SHIPS! .
American . Foreign . No exper ~ence
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
information . SEAFAX, Dept . E-8 Box
2049, Port Angeles. Washington 98362
3/ 31
Room and board $125 / morith for a
f e mal e gr adu at e o r und e rgr adu ate
stude nt who w ill help me with housework
and supe rvi sion of my three children.
M ary Cl ark . 659 -2592. 3/ 6
MATH TUTOR -I haven't had math since
high schoo l & need to prepare for th e
Gra du ate Reco rd Exa ms (Apr il 2 5);
proba bly one or twi ce a w eek. Jod i 6 595254

Lost and F~

llSJ

$10.00 REWARD for 502XP Casio
Calculator. Please contact if found Mark
· Waltz 742-5462 . Please keep trying . 3/ 3

Come to us for
beautifully
pierced ears.

INTRODUCES

ZAMERATII

EAR PIERCING
FREE
with purchase of piercing
earrings. Parental consent
required under 18.

the
Interdimensional Wizard
Tuesday March 9th
9:00 PM-Closing

HAIR~2~:3·

uau:Eteoo

29 Main St.
Durham

Hours .
Mon~Sat 9-5
Thurs., Fri Till 7

Phone
868-7051
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Skiers finish regul ar: se-a son at Middl ebury
for the Nationals to be held-in Utah
....:The UNH ski team wrapped up
next week, will instead be
their 1981 Carnival season last
hospitalized in Boston after
weekend at the Middlebury Ski
undergoing surgery on his
Carnival, held at Pico Peak in
damaged lateral and crucial
Vermont. The cross country
iigaments.
competition was cancelled due to
lack of snow, and /a general
"Pete was having equipment
inability to train in between
troubles in the past," confided
carnivals. The Alpine events were
teammate and close friend, Jeff
held as scheduled on Thursday and
Nawrocki. "The fall didn't look
Friday, and had very mixed
like it would have done so much
results.
damage, 'but I guess he had his
For instance, freshman Matt
bindings cranked down and the
Upton grabbed eigth place in the
skis just wouldn't release."
giant slalom to secure a place in the
NCAA finals . On the other hand,
Despite Middleton's fall, the
Peter Middleton, senior Wildcat
team managed to place in fourth
and captain of the Men's Alpine
overall, with UVM in first,
squad, had a disasterous fall in the
, giant slalom which resulted in torn • Dartmouth in second , and
Middlebury just twelve points
ligaments in his knee, and surgery
·
this morning.
ahead of UNH in third.
"It happened in the second
of the G.S.," said Head Coach,
ln the slalom ·event, Dave Kent
Paul Berton last night. "Pete fell
got a fourteenth, Upton nabbed
on the second gate of the race and
eighteenth, and Middleton was
ended up on the side of the slope.
He was taken down on the
right behind in nineteenth place.
1n the u.~., Matt Upton made a
toboggan eventually, but all the
l::.ist minute. brilliant oerformance
other guys had to ski down past
by finishing in eighth, with Kent in
him, and they could see what was
tenth, and Nawrocki the third
going on. It had a strong emotional
Wildcat point scorer 1n
effect on the rest of the team."
seventeenth.
Middleton, who had qualified

run

Senior Jeff Nawrocki carves a clean turn in giant slalom action at the
Williams College Ski Carnival. (Scott Gusmer photo)

Unfortunately, Nawrocki, a
senior Civil Engineer student and
fourth year alpine member, fell
short of the mark for Utah.
"It was tough this year," said
Berton in reference to the NCAA
qual~fications._"There are so many
consistent skiers this year that it
really took some top ten
performances to make the
Nationals. Still we qualified five
men mcJudmg junior Shawn
Whalen and cross country skier,
Cory Schwartz.··

"Last year I finished tenth .in the
National", said Schwartz, and I'm
hoping to make the top five this
year. But I'm a little out of practice
since the snow's been so bad. I'll be
out in Hanover to train this week,
because at least there's a little snow
there."
The team is off to Park City,
Utah on Monday for four days of
national level competition. The
teams they will be facing will not be
much tougher than those in the
east, however, as Vermont is
favored to win with Utah their only
western competition.

I

Gymna sts overwh elm URI
By Chris Wuensch
It was the same old song and
dance for the UNH gymnastics
team Saturday, as they rolled over
the University of Rhode Island
125.35-134.90 at Rhode Island.
The Wildcats were without the
spirited performance of Josie
Lemmi, who was sick with a viral
throat infection, but the Cats still
pulled out one of their best meets
of the season.
·

"We had problems on beam with
falls again," said coach Gail
Goodspeed. "I think we need some
glue on our feet."
Edie Sutton must have gotten
hold of some of the sticky stuff as
she nailed her front flip mount and
the rest of her tricks to capture a
9.0 for first place on beam.

URI's Suzanne Laurie- placed
second at 8 .25, and UN H Both gymnasts performed
Freshman Jayne Dean overcame Tsukaharas, Dean's in the pike
position and Sutton's in the tuck
two falls to place third at 8.1.
Sutton got top honors agai-n , position. Anntoinette ·sacca was
this time in the uneven oars Wllu ~ third at 8.55 for URI.
lofty routine that earned an 8.9.
Floor exercise was sole
sutton 's continuous rhythm on the
unevens has kept her marks in the possession of UNH with Sutton in
high eight, low nine range all third (8.4), Dean in second (8.85).
season, a score that will probably and Lucia Cancefmo gracing her
place her in the Eastern Regional way to a 9.3 victory.
finals in that event for the fourth
The all-around also belonged to
year in a row.
URI made it into the top three UNH with Sutton, Dean, and
on unevens with Karen Dolecki's Cancelmo taking the one, two,
second place 8.35 and Dean was th ree at 34.9, 33.95, and 33.7
right behind in third at 8.3 for respectively.
-N
U
UNH.
1 H ends its regular season this
nd
with a meet against
In vaulting, Dean came out weeke
;ahead of teammate Sutton for a ·· • Cornel _l at the Lundholm
one-two 8.7 and 8.6 UNH finish'. Gymnasmm on Sunday at I p.m.

Hockey

All games }Viii be played at
Snively Arena. Tickets are $3.00
fof adults and $2.00 for students
continued from page 28
and can be bought in advance at
The Wildcats (20-0) head into the field house or at game-time at
this weekend's EAIA W Regional ' the door. Tickets will cover both
Championships as the number one evening games. The Wildcats are
seed w1tn Providence College (18- the def~nding regional champions,
), Boston University (12-3), and winners of a 5-2 contest against
olby College ( 12-4-1) filling out Providence College · in the title
the list of contenders. UNH will round last year.
eet Colby in the opening round
riday (8 p.m.) while BU faces off
ith the Lady Friars at 6 p.m. The
hampionship match is set for 7:30
.m. on Saturday with consolation
lay beginning at 5:00 p.m.
rovidence, UN H's closest
egional rival, lost its last game of
he season to Colby last weekend
n a 3-0 tilt:

~

~e~The

New
Hampshire

rackme n take ninth

Swimw omeii glide to 3rd place at New Englan ds
fourth 50 back, ninth 100 back),
By Sue Valenza
First and second place sweeps by Kathryn Johnson (sixth 100 IM,
senior tri-captain Sue Herskovitz 10th 200 IM, 10th 100 back, and
and freshman Lisi Baldwin in the ninth 50 fly). Mary Joe Lyons
100 and 200 yard breast stroke . ( 15th 500 and 1650 free),
Herskovitz (7th 100 IM, 15th 200
events paced the UNH women's
IM), Liz Page (15th 50 free, 11th
swim team to a third place New
England finish this weekend, its 200 free, 15th 100 free);' Alison
best showing to date. The Wildcats Smith ( 15th 100 fly, 11th 50 fly,
16th 400 IM), Katie Kelly (16th
(522 points) edged out Boston
JOO fly, 12th 200 fly), and Baldwin
College (476 points) and took
_
revenge on fifth place Smith ( 12th 50 free).
SulHvan's 5:21.59 in the trials of
College (383.5 points) who
Suu Iree set a new school record
narrowly defeated UNH earlier
while ' carol Hickey and Whitney
this season in a 70.5-69.5 contest.
Semple qualified for the upcoming
Boston University claimed the
Division II Nationals in the 200
championship title with 767 points
backstroke (2: 18.77) and 50
to second place Maine's 755. .
backstroke (29.79) respectively.
755 points.
Herskovitz and Baldwin put
A "slow" Boston College pool
together their first sweep in the 100
contributed to a lack of Wildcat
breast stroke on Saturday just
national qualifications and may
edging out Maine's Beth Carone
have accounted for the fact that
and on Sundav. reoeated their 1-2
only one New England record was
efforts in the 200 breast stroke.
broken (3-meter diving; Veronica
Carone claimed the 50 breast
Ribots, BU).
stroke event Friday however, while
The Wildcats opened up the
Baldwin and Herskovits picked up
weekend event with a blazing
second and third.
second place finish in the 200
Semple, Kathryn Johnson,
medley relay with l:55.07(Whitne_y
Katie Kelly, and Liz Page teamed
Semple, Sue. Herskovitz, Kathryn
up for a fifth place finish in the 200
Johnsoh, and Lisi Baldwin.)
free relay Saturday. Lisi Baldwin,
Twelve Wildcats produced
Carol Hickey, Liz Page and Aim
points by placingamongthetop 16
Sullivan pulled off a strong third
finishers in several individual
place effort in the 400 free relay to
events. Freshman Ann Sullivan
close out the Wildcat third place
made a fine showing for the
team shc:>wing.
Wildcats placing in the 500
"I was very pleased with the
freestyle (7th), 100 butterfly (5th),
team's performance although most
200 butterfly (5th) and the I00
everyone was disapointed with
frestyle ( 10th). Other top pointtheir times. The pool was a real
producers included Carol Hickey
hinderance and it was hard on us
(ninth JOO fly; 4th 200 back; 5th
I00. back, and sixth 200, ,qYl, ., ~ psy5h?,lo-gically/, ~xJ?.laip~4 .h~aq
coach Caro1'' Lowe.-r ( ~~s very
Whitney Semple (8th _200 · oac~!

pleased to beat Smith and because
BU and Maine are Division I
teams, we were the first place
finishers- among Division I I
schools."
Lowe also cited the performances of Kathy Lafond (220
breast stroke), Carol Hickey, Katie
Kelly, and Whitney Semple as
"outstanding."
Liz Leigh led the Wildcat divers
. with solid finishes in the I-meter
event (7th) and the 3-meter ( 12th).
Leigh's point totals in the 3-meter
event qualified her for nationai'
competition. She qualified to
compete at the national level on
the I-meter earlier this season.
Other top divers representing
UNH were Linda Paternoster
( 14th 3-meter, 15th I -meter) and
Beth Hafey (13th I-meter). Tricaptain Dierdre O'Driscoll will
join Leigh at Nationals . She
qualified in both diving events
earlier this season.
"I thought the entire team's
efforst were outstanding but was
especially pleased with the
performance of Mary Jo (Lyons),"
said assistant coach Robyn
Bleekers. Lyons was UN H's top
distance swimmer throughout
most of the season.
The Wildcats will now prepare
for the upcoming Division II
Nationals to be held March 12-14
at Marquett, Michigan. UNH
QQi_sh,d !~11t~ _ _jry ~ las,t , year,'s
.
nat10nal compet1t1on.

By Ged Carbone
The UNH men's track team
· broke three school records and
qualified three more men for the
IC4A's, enroute to placing ninth,
out of 21 placing teams, in the New
Englands held this weekend at
Boston University. UNH now has
seven IC4A qualifiers.
Dean Kimball placed second in
the 5,000 meter run with a UNH
r~cord shattering, IC4A qualifying
time of 14:24.03. Kimball finished
behind his brother Mark who is a
member of the tournamentwinning Boston University team.
UNH polevaulter Billy
Marcotte set a new UNH record
while placing fourth with a jump of
15 '6 ". Marcotte was already
qualified for the IC4A's by virtue
of a 15' jump versus UMass last
December.
The UN H school record also fell
in the 4x400 meter relay event. The
four man relay team posted a 1600
meter time of 3:20.5, good enough
to break the school record but not
good enough to place in the New
England's.
"We didn't place in the relay,"
UNH coach John Copeland said,
"but we're really happy. Our guys
(Steve Patterson, Peter Bergeron,
Dave Gaskill, Andy Johnsen) ran
'
excellent, excellent splits."
Guy Stearns placed third for the
Wildcats and qualified for the
IC4A's with a two mile time of
8:55.6.
Don Deroo qualified for the
IC4A 's with a time of 2: 13.5, his
best ever, in the 1,000 yard trials.
Deroo did not place in the finals
becaus~ "he ran in a physicdl dice·· '

according to Copeland. "There
was a lot of pushing and shoving"
in the 1,000 yard finals.
Copeland said he was disappointed in only two events, the
triple jump and the shot put. Triple ,
jumper Brian Sommers had a
bruised heel and could not execute
well. Shot-putter Joel Dennis "is
having technical problems, his
timing has been off and ·we didn't
correct it before 'the meet."
"We came out of the meet with a
positive feeling," Copela-nd said,
"and that's what it's all about."
UNH scored 19 · points and
finished just behind eighth placed
UMass (22 points) and just ahead
ahead of tenth placed Bowdoin
( 15).
Although UNH has seven men
qualified for next weekend's IC4A
meet at Princeton, Copeland does
not know if they will be able to
participate because of the financial
situation."
participate because of "the
financial situation ."
Word on proposed budget cuts
comes later this week.
"It will be (UNH athletic
director) Andy Mooradian 's
decision if we go or not," Copeland
said. "I wouldn't expect any of our
kids to place (in the IC4A's), there
are 116 schools and many of them
are scholarship supported.
Copeland added, "We should go
to represent the school. Our kids
should have the opportunity to go _
if they want to go."
The IC4A's will be held, with or
without UNH. March 7-8 at
Pri'Il'cetori, N.'J .
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Cagers end season on a losing note, 88-72
UNH's 2-3 zone and man-to-man
By Bill Nader
defense. The run gave Siena a 28· "Siena Basketball - It's a family . _l 2 le~d and, with the crowd getting
· ~n~1r," says a banner hanging
mto 1t, the game was developing no
ms1de the Alumni Recreation contest symptoms.
Center where Siena College has
compiled a 12-1 record this season.
"Basically," said UNH coach
The Indians, 5-8 away from Gerry Friel, "we played a very poor
home, fully understand the first half. We failed mentally to do ·
meaning of a court advantage and wha_t we had to do in front of this
they used it to embarrass UNH (0- big crowd."
12 on the road) 88-72 Saturday
night.
Siena used its back court
When Siena junior Dan ("Freddie") Daniels and junio;
Terwilliger scored his I 000th Kevin McGraw to penetratae
career point with 16:05 left in the through a nonexistent UNH
first half, a capacity crowd of 4000 defense and set up high percentage
rejoiced by singing the school fight ·shots.
song as it registered standing
ovation number ~even while Siena , The Indians shot 75 percent
coach Bill IHrsch
resented from the floor, including McGraw·
(7-for-9) 1 Terwilliger (6-for-7),
l erw1lhger with the bal .
Tom Babcock (12-for.:.14), and
Standing "O's .., one to six were · Vernon Asquith (7-for-9) 'wh'o
in order: the introduction of compined to make a mockery of
Siena's starting five (a portion of UNH's defense.
the crowd led by the Tee-Pee
Rowdies bri~g along newspapers
"They (the Wildcats) were trying
to read while the opposition's to push us to the sidelines," said
star!ing lineup is introduced), the McGraw (eight assists), so I took it
na!rnnal anth_em, a prayer down the middle. They were
delivered at center court by a Friar almost giving it to us down the
who_calls himself "'Big Friar Ben", lane."
Wildcat Robin Dixon (20) slams home two against UMass last Thursday in a UNH ~in. The 'Cats bowed 88-72
a tnbute to the mothers of the
_to Sienna Satur~ay in their season finale. (Bill Nader photo)
team's three seniors, in which
"They were all juiced," said ··assistant coach Bob Berry to cro~~ be the most bogus call of the year
"If their defense overplays our
three national guards escorted the
half court (an automatic technical because the two men never came
forwards like they were doing UNH junior Randy Kinzly. "All
moms on . and off the floor the
foul) to see if Burns, who was close to making contact.
tonight, we tell the guards to shoot that pre-game stuff, it was a big
presentation of a plaqu; bv
holding his forehead, was okay·. : -: •·There was no way lcould have
down the middle cause there's no game for them."
Freddie · Daniel's dormitory which
help,;,
said
Stena
coach
Bill
Hirsch.
Siena
needed
a
win
to
assure
Hirsch started barking attlieref touched him if I tried." said
declared the senior co-captain the
that our ··bodv itself of a home court advantage -to hit berry with a "T" ·a-n d . tli:aT ' Terwilliger. -"At the time1t wasn't
dorm's MVP as the crowd chanted · ""Because
movement and our baH movement
for -the ECAC Metro _NY.JV sent Friel after Hirsch. The two too funny but now that I think
·"Freddie, Freddie."
was exceptional."
.OJJ.arterfinals.
__ .
head coaches went jaw-to-jaw and about it I have to laugb." _
UNH opted to pass up the preu
N tt. which has nevey been · they had a pow-wow with the two
'Randy ·K1n.ziy hit 5-of,:7"shots "to
With either McGraw or Daniels
game hype (the Wildcats returned
involved in post-season pl~, is officials at halftime.
boost n1s total to :Hs-ot-lO0 fQr the
blowing by UNH guards, mainly
· to their locker room before the
through for the .season. The
"I° apologized to Gerry (Friel),,, season. It is good enough for the
freshman Al McLain and .Wildcats were 7-7 at home and 0- said Hirsch. "I saw the assistant
playing of the national anthem and
best field goal percentage· in a sophomore
Robin
Dixon,
Siena
did not return until after the
season replacing Dave Pemberh e roa d .
12
on
t
coach
(
Berry)
and
Gerry
off
the
972
enjoyed the benefit of having an
'"Freddie, Freddie" had enaed) but
· "We're really playing well now," bench and Gerry thought I was at
ton's ( 1971 -I
) name in th e ·
open man to take the shot.
the crowd, after a few boos, got
UNH record book. ·
·
said
McGraw.
"They
(the
himbutlwasattheofficialstogef
even with UN H · by employing
·'The
season's
just
starting
for
During one stretch early in the· ·w{iJ~at~)- have a mu'c h better them to sit down."
standing ovation number six.
. team than last year and they beat - Frief was upset with officials for . us," said Kinzly. "There's a lot of
It came when Terwilliger scored second half, McGraw penetrataed
us last year."
not hitting Hirsch with a ··T" after, optimism and with five seniors on
and
dished
off
to
Asquith
for
an
Siena's first points. The crowd
the team next year, we're all ready
As usual, the officials were ·he used some- abusive · 1anguage
showered the floor with toilet easy layup and then hit three
to go.'·
straight
layups
driving
through
the
below
average
and
Jost
control
of
·
aimed
at
their
incompetence
which·
paper, streamers, and yes, one
UNH will open up next season
any court side attendant . could
lane before hitting a short jumper.
paper airplane.
at Alabama follow·ed by
the game. Late in the first half, hear loud and clear.
''We weren't psyched/' admitted
(Connecticut, Maine, and a ,
Siena freshman Lou Fedullo
·
·
.• Begi°nnhig w"ith ·Terwilliger's
1000th career point and standing McLain, who scored f9 points to..._ _block.ed a ~hot hy UNH junior · · The game's worst call, however, tournament with Western
ovation number seven, the Indians bring his record-setting season _ Jack Bt1rns. Fedullo caught a -piece was when Terwilliger was accused Kentucky, Purdue and Louisville.
, f
·
UNH of fouling UNH center Mike All five of those games are on the
went on a 22-6 blitz that destroyed total to 492.
0f B
urns ace prompti~g · .·1-, ·
Keeler on a missed layup. It ~ad to
road and 18 of the 26 will be away.

f
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Massey, Petagine place third

Wrestlers end unhappy, finish sixth at NEs
By Steve Damish
The most entertammg part of
the New England Wrestll·ng
Tournament held on Saturday and
Sunday to any UNH fan may have
been when Boston University
Coach Fred Lett threw Boston
College coach Shelley Goldberg's
hat into a trash can in a fit of
displeasure.
It was that kind of weekend for
the UNH wrestlers.
The Wildcats encountered
controversies, difficulties and
lastly, the University of Rhode
-Island in the tournament held at
BU where they finished sixth in a
field of eight teams.
There were some UNH victories
amidst many disappointments.
Kurt Massey (134 pounds) and
Randy Petagine ( 150 pounds) each
achieved third-place honors. But
the number three and number four
seeds respectively had higher
expectations.
"It's not what we wanted ," said
UNH coach Jim Urquhart "but
you start settling for it when the
first ones don't come around.,,
Massey ( 22-7 for season)
received a bye in the first round of
the 134-lb. competition which put
him into the semifinals against
number-two seed, Charles
Rigoglioso, of the University of
Massachusetts.
Rigoglioso scored a takedown
against Massey--something that
rarely happened in the regular
season--and proceeded to amount
five more points against Massey's
tive before the first of UNH's
. problems arose.
Late in the ·
· • .. •
th}_r~, p.eriod,

~assey t~ok Rigogh~s 0 diwnd3: nd
t e mrc wa~ seemmg1y ea, mg
towar s overtime. But the re1eree
h
d th · 'f I
f
f
w O ma e e im Ia mo ions O
awa rd ing Massey two points
cblaimded thhe wreS t lers were out of
oun s w en the move took place.
M
· • bl
. assey: n?t ~oticea Y upset
th
th
Wi
e call, attributed th e loss to
bT t t
tl
R·
hi~gf!:°so s a I I y o wres e on
•• . · .
.
.
.
. R1goghos~ was really hard on
his . feet,,, said. Mas~ey .."l was
havmg a hard time with him."
Massey quickly rebounded and
scored decisive victories over
Anthony Goodwin
of the·
University of Maine at Orono, 19.
0, and Barry Chooljian of the
University of Rhode Island, 7-2, to
clinch third place and a medal.
Petagine ( 15-2) thumped BU 's
Kevin Bell, 22-8, in his first round
but was soon to -fall prey to --CJRI's
Alfred Baker (number-three seed).
Baker easily handled a
5\Urprisingly listless Petagine, 21-6.
'"He .(Petagine) wasn't prepared
mentally for it," said Urquhart.
"He made some mistakes early and
that cost him.,,
The "mistakes" allowed Baker
to score an unprecedented tenback points against Petagine, a
wrestler who usually never gives up
near-fall points (points attained by
almost pinning a person).
"When I went out there," said
Petagine, "you know, I just wanted
to get it over with.,,
Peta2ine adopted "Doctor
Jekyll" as a nickname from fellow
UNH wrestlers after he smeared
BC's Tom Grace in the finals of the ·
consolation' matches to finish third
at !?0. p~s , , \ , , ,~.
, ,\

r ' •

It was a fitting nickname as
Petagine's scores indicate--22-8, 621 6-5 and 17-1 against Grace
'
'
·
URI continued its winning ways
against UNH as Jim Slattery (158
lbs.) and Todd Giles (190 lbs.) beat
UN H's Dave Yale (16-10-2) 8-2
•
'
'
and Fran_k Guadagnmo (24-6), l 17 respectively.
f Syl~ttlerby eh?ded~ thhe. tohu_rnamendt
or a e Y an mg . 1m I~ sec~n
loss of the afternoon while Giles
beat Guadagnino in the semifinals.
-

ended with Giles on top 5-4
"I walked off that '. t ,; . 'd
G
.
ma' sa1_
uadagmno "and that's when 1t
d
' ·
a~n~d on ~e th at_ I ~asn't gofng
~~f1~~~~ ~~~:~t~~ 1 ! is th e worse
·
Urquhart appealed the call but
knew his effort was in vain '
"I'll
·
scream and yell for the
guys," said Urquhart', "but in
reality, there's nothin I can do,,
UNH had to
f
. th
plac~ while URI /e· he d
:ix
mis e 1rs .

Guadagnino proceeded on to
the consolations where he met
BU's John F1'nne .
gan.
After acquiring a 4 3 edge
Guadagnino fell victi~ to .'
controversial call made by th!
re'e
11· ree ·
With five seconds remaining and
Guadagnino up by one
'
.
, rei eree
Bnan Man~i stopped the bout.and
awarded Giles two-penalty pomts,
accusing Guadagnino of stalling
Five seconds later the match
'

uT

c;r

Kurt Massey of UNH (left) prepares to spring upon URl's Barry Chooljian. Massey beat Chooljian 7~fenroute
to a third place finish in the New England Ch9impionships. (T.Jm ,Lorette pJloto) .\ ,
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Sports
BC breaks away f~om skaters in OT, 4-3
.
By Larry McGrath ,
Boston Colleges on-again-off
a~am _style or play_was ~n Sunday
mght ma 4-3 overtime wm bef~re a
. rowdy crowd of 3475_ at S~1vely
Arena. BC had been mcons1stent
over the last few games, losing to
· Boston University and Colgate,
while b eating Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institu.te;
"It's been sort of a frustrating
season for us," BC coach Len
Ceglarski said. "We haven't been
cnnsistent. We've been unable to
· finish off our plays."
1:23 into the· sudden-death ( or
s4.dden victory) period Billy
O'Dwyer finished off a pass from
Bobby Hehir by beating the UNH
defense and lifting a shot past Greg
~ .offett to end . things.

The checked us very, very well,
UNH coach Charlie Holt said.
"They played a very smart hockey
game, a -strong game."
It was UNH's second consecutive
loss after a 9-1-1 streak had vaulted
them into the fore of playoff
contention. The Wildcats must
now concentrate on winning
Thursday (at home against
Providence College) and Saturday
at BU to ensure post-season play.
Late surges by Yale, Cornell and
possibly BU endanger the 'Cats
chances.

It was a very anti-climatic
· ending for the fans at Snively.
UNH had battled back from a 3-2
deficit as freshman Steve Lyons'
slow-moving shot on the power
play from the point beat BC's Bob
O'Connor with l.: 19 left in
regulation
-- - . ·
. Earh~r another fre~hman, BC's
Jim Chisholm, stole m the U~H .
zone and be~t Moffett high.
!"f offett g~t a I?iece.of the_shot but
it fell behmd him for the 3-2 Eagle
lead.
After Lyons' score with the man
advantage brought the 'Cats to
life, 12 seconds later BC's Joe
McCarron was sent off for
dumping Dan Forget after the
whistle. UNH had the chance to
clipch.

'The crowd was up and stomping
( one fan had foolishly thrown a ·
penny on the ice earlier) as the
'Cats took the ice with 1:07 left on ·
the clock. Their enthusiasm did
little to stir UNH, however, as
- regulation -time expired ~ith oniy
Chris Pryor's harmless, long shot
trickled to O'Connor at the buzzer.·

,.

.
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.

.

.

.

.·

-
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l.ll'ltt ·s Kon Keeve (10) and Dan Forget (hidden) exchange unpleas~ntries with Bobby Hehir (24) of Boston
Other times the fans were up to
College. Wildcats Chris Pryor (18) and Andy Brickely (9) also move mas refer~e Al Fontana tn~s to breakup
Al
and
abuse officials Joe Faucette
·
. action. (Kevin Keegan photo)
Fontana. Fontana disallowed a
game that could : (and home ice) to fighting for their
season-ending
a
Charlie
coach
to
according
UNH,'
UNH goal that had obviously hit
decide the Ivy Division title. The
the post, but the pair lost control of Holt faces a "must win" situation
lives w'it'h on'ly "two 'tosses . .
winner of the division is assured
the game at times, letting the in the remaining two games.
The ECAC has been an
home
and
playoffs
the
into
entry
of
we.-re-out
two
win
don't
we
"If
physical play get out of hand. In
. unforgiving league all_year. T_here
matter
no
round,
opening
the
in
ice
beat
won't
"13-10
said.
Holt
it,"
is no room for error with the fierce ·
As it stands now, BC is now 12- addtion many blatant penalties · Yale or Cornell, which will · what their record is.
6-3 (.643) and moves past . and obvious offsides were missed. probably be 12-9-1."
UNH is trying to shrug otf the competition that exists. T~is last .
Northeastern into first place in the
two losses and they will have to if week of play will only magmfy that
Yale at 10-8-1 (a win Friday
After regulation the fans didn't
East division (second overall).
want to be ready for fact.
they
(10Cornell
and
Providence)
over
UNH (12-9-1.5680 must now loo~ .-sit. down untii' tlie puck . was
.''It\ (current position) better
Providence Thursday (7 p.m. at
9-1) finish relatively easy (Yale
minute
ten
the
for
dropped
at sixth place overall falling behind
than being out of it," Holt said ... At
Snively). The 'Cats have gone from
plays Dartmouth '1nd Princeton,
Wildcats
the
Still
period.
overtime
Mafoe (.579). Yale is right behind
the enviable position of fighting this time last year we were thinking
remained unorganized until while Cornell has Brown) this
at 10-8-1 (.552).
a position in th_e tot? thr~e spots only of the flowers in the spring."
for
in
Saturday
meet
they
before
week
O'Dwyer sent everyone home.

lcewomen cop Minnesota
Sue

Valenm
By
A 4-3 sudden-death overtime
victory over the Minnesota
Checkers Saturday -and an 8-1
defeat of the University of
Minnesota in Sunday's round gave
the UNH women's hockey team
the Minnesota Invitational
'tournament champfonship. the
w uacats openeo tournament
action with a 13-1 romp over the
University of Saskatchewan
Fri9ay night.
Senior and all-time leading
scorer Kathy Brant tied Saturday's
game at three with just fifty
seconds remaining to put the
contest into overtime. The
Wildcats went to work in the
sudden-death stanza and it was
. freshman Robin Balducci who
not(:hed the game-winner with just
two and a half minutes gone.
Senior captain Gaby Haroules and
sophomore Kip Porter tallied
goals in the early going with assists
goin~ to Marcy Pannabecker &

Porter:-: and - Pannabecket
respectively. It was only Bryant's
third appearance since sustaining a
shoulder separation which sidelined her for three we~ks.
· "I thought the team had been
attacking pretty well throughout .
most of the game but I've seldom
seen an_yth_iu_g_ Uk~ 'the tremendous
onslaught we put together in those
closing mi!i!ltes, ,,-said head coachRuss McCurdy~•we stormed in on
them; we dicjn't give up just
because we wen; behind."
Pannabecker, the Wildcats'
leading scorer with 29 goals and 2 l
assists for 50 points, picked up a
hat trick in the title match Sunday
while Balducci, Porter, Bryant,
Beth Newcombe and Haroules
scored as well. UN H put a 2-0 first
period lead 01,1t of reach with four
goals in the second and two in the
. third. Senior Donna Nystrom was
strong in goal for the Wildcats
.turning aside 24 shots.
The Universit of Minnesota
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Blue and White Night
tourney ·

advanced to the championship
round with wins over the
University of Winnipeg and the
University of Wisconsin. Other
participants of last weekend's
invitational were the Minnesota·
Blue Jays and the University of
Minnesota (B team). Both the Blue
Jays and Checkers represented ·
amateur league squads so
Saturday's victory does not qualify
as a collegiate win for the Wildcats.
Friday night's win saw a
balanced offensive attack produce
goals from ten Wildcats. Junior
Diane Langlais led the way with a
hat trick, scoring a goal in each
period, while Kip Porter picked up
a pair. Single tallies were collected
b)'. Har<]_ules,- --Brya-nt~· -_ne6bie
Cunningham, Carol Fischer;
Marcy. Pannabecker, and
freshmen Terry Strack, Robin
Balducci, and Laura Brown.

-----

The UNH women's hockey team lines up for a team picture f?r ~ Life magazine phot~grapher. The icewomen
kept their undefeated streak alive (barely) at Minnesota Invatahonal tourney. (Henn Barber photo)

The University of New Hampshire will have its annual ~lue and
White night Thursday, as the men's hockey team hosts Providence at
Snively Arena. The key EC AC match up is slated for a 7 p.m. faceoff.
The Horse of a Different Color restaurant in Portsmouth, N.H.
will donate a dinner for two to the person with the best blue and
white attire. This is the final home game for six Wildcat seniors.
Playing their last game at Snively for UNH will be Greg Moffett,
Bruce Rintoul, Mike Waghorne, Sean Coady, Frank Barth, and
Dana Barbin.

Trackwomen place
4th at New Englands
regionals and will -be trying to
By Laura Parsons
for the Nationals.
qualify
The Wildcat women racked up
UNH set three records in the
41 points to finish fourth at the relays. In the 4x400 relay, UNH
New England Championships held - took fourth. Sue Kalled, Lisa
Saturday at Boston University. Childs, Aleisha Davis and
There were 33 teams participating, Suzanne Horton set a new school
but only 19 schools scored points. record with a time of 4:03. In the
B.U. clearly led the meet with a 4x800, the Wildcats ran fifth. Anne
'total of 96 points, followed by URi Lannan, Liz Mooney, Nancy
with 49 points. Vermont took third Scardina and Sandy Anderson
with 44 points.
qualified for the regionals with
In the three-mile run, UNH took their time of 9:27 .0.
three out of the four places, Laurie
In the 4x200, the women
Munson ofUNH ran second with a qualified for the regionals with a
time of 17:06.7, a new school time of 1:46.4. Running in this
record. This time qualifies her for event were · Davis, Lannan,
the regionals. Karen Dunn of Horton, and Childs.
UNH took third with a time of
The Wildcats have nine people
17:22.6 and Eileen Heart of UNH competing in the regionals. This
finished fourth, setting a new year there will be only Division I
personal record with a time of teams, as opposed to last year
17:37 .0.
when all three divisions
In the 400m, Lisa Childs of participated.
UNH finished fifth with a time of
Coach Nancy Kreuger looks
58.8 seconds qualifying her for the
towards the regionals, "We jsut
regionals.
have to try and get our nine people
Nancy Scardina nabbed second to run another peak race". The
in the mile with a time of 4:56. l meet will be this Saturday at
Scardina will be going to the
H'!_rvard University.

